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Thinking of the city and the Grand Paris of tomorrow, its emblematic
new places of living together, capable of making citizens’ lives more
beautiful,
A unique place designed on a neighbourhood scale, connected to
its near environment, dotted with human-sized public squares,
combining nature and entertainment facilities,
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To renew the tourist appeal of Île-de-France, an economically,
socially and environmentally vibrant area with high potential and
talents still in the making,
Is the goal EuropaCity has boldly set with high standards.
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EuropaCity, a €3.1-billion private project. Accessible in 2027
on line 17 of Grand Paris Express, is just seven minutes from
Paris-Charles de Gaulle Airport and 24 minutes from the Paris
Saint-Lazare railway station.

81% of the people living in the area are favourable to the EuropaCity project
And they considered that the project will directly benefit to future generations (84%)*.
*Odoxa survey December 2018
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For MIPIM this year, major public actors from Paris Region come together
under the banner “United Grand
Paris” and are joining forces to send
foreign investors the same message.

The real estate market is very stable
in the long term and dynamic, with
a volume of property put on the
market 3 times higher than London,
second in this ranking. Greater Paris
We will build as much in the
will drastically change the region in
This message is that of a united and
a not-so distant future. The sum of
next 10 years as we have done
mobilized territory which is investing in
kilometers of metro lines will double
over the past 120 years.
its future in a smart and coherent way
over the next few years: we will build
and which believes in its strengths
as much in the next 10 years as we
and talents. In just over 5 years’ time,
have done over the past 120 years.
Paris will host the Olympic Games 2024. Reforms in France are
Around the stations of Grand Paris Express, of the Eole proa positive driver for investment. Startups and demonstrators for
ject, and of all the transport projects in the region, neigheco-responsible, smart city innovations, new mobility solutions
borhoods are developing and reinventing themselves. The
and real estech are booming and will shape the Paris Region
number of homes under construction reached record highs,
of tomorrow. This territory believes in its future and is open to
with 81,300 homes under construction in 2017, an increase of
innovators and to the world to be part of this dynamics.
22.8% over the previous year!
Paris Region is already Europe’s economic capital at the heart
of the Eurozone, the first region in Europe for the size of its
economy with a GDP equivalent to that of Switzerland or
Turkey and the largest concentration of headquarters of Fortune 500 companies in Europe. It is also the first region for innovation and research, with twice as many researchers as the
second region in Europe, 620 incubators, more than 8,000
startups and a great ramp-up in VC investment. It is an ideal
place for businessmen and innovators.
This exceptional position is being reinforced thanks to a strategic
vision shared by all public and private actors, from the State to local levels and an outstanding pro-business stance and environment.

Major operations and international calls for project proposals attract world-renowned expertise in architecture, urban
planning, construction and property development. Driven by
the dynamics, our attractiveness is growing: Paris Region is
the world’s leading tourist region with a record high of 50 M
tourists in 2018, and the 3rd largest city in the world for the
setup of foreign companies in 2017, with a number of installations up 70% compared to 2016!
In an international context marked by growing uncertainty, our
region is a privileged destination for investment. Companies,
territories and public actors stand united and will spread the
word with dedication to investors in order to associate them
within the great collective project that is Greater Paris.
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2019 is a special year as it marks the
third edition of the MIPIM fair. Will there
be any particular event to celebrate this
endurance?
The 1990’s was another time, another
economic world and from a real estate
perspective, cash flows were mainly nationals. Today, international exchange is more
significant, we entered a global world and
this trend should only increase in the next
thirty years…

Engaging the future:
“Comparing ideas to design the city
of tomorrow”

The future namely, tomorrow’s real estate is actually one of the
themes that will be developed during this MIPIM…
“Engaging the future” is the central thread of this third edition throughout conferences, meetings and strong actions. It will connect the
worldwide real estate stakeholders together. In the same trend, we
are listening the young talents who will be tomorrow’s leader of the
real estate’s sector. We also organise for the first time this year the
Young Leader Summit which gathers young talents from all the real
estate’s chain companies. Our goal is not to partition people on the
basis of their age but to create and open intergenerational exchanges.
Comparing ideas and solutions is a major feature of tomorrow’s solutions. The Young Leader Summit will revolve around two major axes. On
the first hand, an analysis of the consultation led by make.org institute
(‘public interest accelerator’) on the city of tomorrow. On the second
hand, a study realised in partnership with the Palladio Foundation on
talents, profiles and skills to support the real estate industry development will be presented. Make.org consultation gathered more than
20,000 French and international participants, from 16 to 34 years old,
among which the MIPIM community. How do they imagine the city of
tomorrow? What are their aspirations? Are they realistic? The city of

tomorrow is a mix of usages allowing a better quality of life while multiplying mobility
with a strong environmental, social and societal dimension. Ban Ki-Moon, 8th General
Secretary of United Nations will give the
opening keynote of the MIPIM on Tuesday
12 March at 2pm in the Palais des Festivals. He will share its vision of the global
challenges, from climate change and economic upheavals to the increasing pressure
regarding energy and water.

France and Paris are preparing a major event with the 2024
olympic games. Will this topic be discussed during the MIPIM
conferences?
The 2024 games’ perspective will obviously have a direct and indirect impact on real estate and investments. This dynamic also concerns
the transportations’ sector which is closely connected to real estate.
All these topics will be discussed during conferences, as well as the
Greater Paris Pavilion which constitutes a wonderful showcase gathering public and private partners…
How would you define MIPIM?
It is the most important real estate global event and, especially, regarding the investment part. During 4 days we gather more than 26 000
participants coming from a hundred different countries, among which
5 400 investors and projects directors from all assets classes. MIPIM
is an unmissable event for real estate professionals to promote their
programs, make and strengthen connections. Thanks to the conference
program, MIPIM is also an opportunity for the professionals to expend
their knowledge on the territories or other technical and trendy topics
to adjust their development strategy.
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GREATER

PARIS,

				 SUCCESSFULL

GAMBLE

T

hey carry different political labels, occupy different mandates or functions, do not exercise the same prerogatives and reign over different territories. But it is a subject on which
everyone hears with one voice: the attractiveness of Greater Paris for international investors. Putting their political differences aside, Anne Hidalgo, Valérie Pécresse, Patrick Ollier, Michel
Cadot and Didier Kling, five key actors of the metropolis, answered our questions.
Interviewed by Bertrand Gréco
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JOINT INTERVIEW

“United Grand Paris”: this is how the tent
of Grand Paris was named at MIPIM. How
does this “unity” concretely manifest itself,
given that there are many public decisionmakers? How to speak with one voice?
ANNE HIDALGO: I see the diversity of municipalities and local elected officials that make
up Greater Paris more as a asset than a disadvantage. We are stronger together. That’s
why I always believed in the construction of
Greater Paris, like Bertrand Delanoë [mayor
PS of Paris from 2001 to 2014, ed] did before
me. If media sometimes tend to focus on the
disagreements, this should not obscure a reality: on the main topics, we succeed within the
metropolis to move forward together. This is the
case in the economic field and this collective
pavilion at MIPIM, which associates the Region, is its demonstration.

VALÉRIE PÉCRESSE: The multiplicity of governing bodies in Paris Region can be a drag on
economic players who sometimes blame us for
the piling up of five levels of public authorities
with hardly understandable skills. This tends to
reinforce the bureaucratic image that France
often sends abroad. Yet it became possible to
speak with one voice thanks to the “Choose
Paris Region” one-stop-shop, which offers a
personalized welcome to every investor. The
steering has been entrusted to the Île-deFrance Region, via its attractiveness agency,
Paris Region Enterprises. And the results are
there: we managed to overtake Frankfurt while
everyone thought we would be behind in the
post-Brexit competition! It is also Paris Region
Enterprises which coordinates the presence at
MIPIM of territorial actors from the Paris region. The watchword of the “United Greater
Paris” pavilion testifies of a unified region that
is accelerating over the period 2019-2024 by
playing with top chrono J-5 years idea until 2024. The drivers of this acceleration: the
Olympic and Paralympic Games (JOP) of
2024, the Brexit and the renewed vitality of
the Paris Region.
PATRICK OLLIER: Our territorial organization
is far from optimal, but international investors
do not care. Because all the communities concerned - who do not have the same skills agreed to speak with one voice, to present
an attractive territory and facilitate the arrival
of companies. The objective of “Choose Paris
Region” is to pool the resources deployed by
the actors that compose the metropolitan and
regional ecosystem, namely Greater Paris
Métropole, the City of Paris, the Chamber of

12
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Commerce & Industry, Business France, Paris &
Co and Paris Region Entreprises. The mission
of this one-stop post-Brexit is to inform on the
strengths of France (economy, talents, school
offer); help to understand the regulatory, fiscal
and social framework; simplify installation procedures. Result: For the first time in more than
30 years, Greater Paris is the most attractive
metropolitan area, ahead of London, according to a panel of 500 international economic
leaders (Ernst & Young survey, June 2018). The
greatest collective victory is the recent installation of the European Banking Authority in the
district of La Défense.
MICHEL CADOT: Even though there is a diversity of territories in Île-de-France, the Greater
Paris seen from abroad has been a reality for
a very long time. It’s just as much Paris Center,
La Défense, Paris-Saclay, Disney and Marnela-Vallée, the Roissy or Orly cluster than Sénart, Cergy or Grand Paris Seine and Oise or
Plaine Commune. It is these multiple economic
opportunities that make the Greater Paris at-

The multiplicity of governing
bodies in Paris Region can be a
drag on economic players...
Valérie Pécresse

JOINT INTERVIEW

tractive and this international unity is obviously
reinforced in the future context of the Olympic
games. This is why it is desirable that our region territories are collectively promoted and
presented in its diversity under the “United
Greater Paris” tent at MIPIM, under the coordination of Paris Région Entreprises. The aim
is to federate all promotional actions and to
favour a message of territorial diversity and
complementarity.
DIDIER KLING: The institutional players of
the Greater Paris quickly realized that it was
complicated for foreign investors to face this
multitude of interlocutors. That is why we created, all together, the “Choose Paris Region”
one-stop shop, in November 2016. The system
works extremely well, with already more than
160 implementation, relocation or investment
projects, generally related to the referendum
of June 2016 on Brexit. These projects represent nearly 7,500 jobs, mainly in finance.
The attractiveness of Greater Paris is not a
political subject. The desire to work together,
from the same heart, is obvious, because we
all have an interest in making it effective. And
investors appreciate this approach.
The figures for new housing - housing starts
and building permits - are decreasing in
France in 2018, after two years of growth.
Is the Greater Paris project still a driving
force for the real estate market?
ANNE HIDALGO: Greater Paris is undeniably
a driving force for the real estate market and
more generally for French growth. The City of
Paris has played this role in recent years, on
the one hand with a very ambitious housing
construction policy and on the other hand being a real land of innovation for architects and
developers around the world. The Reinventing
Paris call for projects has created a tremendous dynamic. We declined it with the cities of
Le Havre and Rouen in the form of Reinventing
the Seine. In that perspective, Patrick Ollier,
president of the Metropolis of Greater Paris,
successfully led the Inventons Greater Paris
metropolis, the first edition of which has raised
more than 7 billion euros of private investment.
The second edition ends in spring: the candidates in the running are admirable of creativity.
This approach projects us towards the future.
VALÉRIE PÉCRESSE: We have never built
as much in Île-de-France as between 2016
and 2018: an average of 75,700 units were
started each year on the regional territory,
an increased construction effort of 35% compared to the previous period (2013-2015).
In 2018, more than 78,000 housings were
launched. The goal set in 2010 by the law of
Greater Paris [70,000 housings per year] is

largely achieved. Île-de-France now accounts
for more than 20% of housing construction in
metropolitan France (versus 12.5% in 2010).
This spectacular dynamism is the result of a
collective mobilization of the construction actors and the action of the Region: policy of
the offer, release of land, creation of 100
ecological and innovative neighbourhoods
(42 have already been launched), construction of housing for students and young people
in first job, social housing, etc. In three years,
we have invested nearly 242 million euros in
the construction and renovation of housing.
However, there is indeed a slight slowdown
in 2018: housing authorized last year (89,400)
represent a 9% decrease compared to 2017.
This is due to the upcoming municipal elections.
But also the overheating of construction in
the region: companies are extremely solicited
by the number and size of construction sites;
they are therefore mechanically less available

‘‘Inventons la Métropole du Grand
Paris’’ generate, in its first edition,
7.2 billion investments and more
than 50,000 jobs in 51 cities.
Patrick Ollier
or more expensive. But let us not forget that
such a number of authorized housing remains
very high and much higher than what was observed before the municipal elections of 2014.
This, despite land and construction costs which
are much higher than in every other region of
France.
PATRICK OLLIER: Fortunately, there was Inventing Greater Paris Metropolis (IMGP) and
its 2.1 million m² to build! The first edition of our
call for architectural and urban projects has
been launched since the creation of Greater
Paris Metropolis in 2016. We are now in the
second edition of this competition, which will
ultimately generate, in its first edition, 7.2 billion investments and more than 50,000 jobs
in 51 cities. The proposed sites have benefited
from bewildering architectural gestures. The
first building permits are signed, and at the
end of the work over the next six years, we will
have created 14,000 homes, including 4,000
social and 3,000 hotel rooms. According to
the quarterly economic report of DRIEA published in January 2019, the evolution of housing production in metropolitan France (48,000)
is much less unfavourable than in the rest of

the Paris region. Admittedly, housing starts
(41,900) fell by 10.5% on average, except in
the Val de Marne. But these figures are higher
than the objectives of the regional housing
and housing plan for the metropolitan area
(38,000), thanks to IMGP 1.
MICHEL CADOT: We must remember that we
experienced in 2017 a very strong increase
in production of housing and offices. Since
then, the office property market remains very
dynamic! By the end of 2017, the total area
of office space in Ile-de-France exceeded
the threshold of 2 million m2, a level close to
the one reached before the financial crisis of
2008. In terms of housing, Île-de-France produced 10,600 more units compared to 2016
and more than 95,000 licensed dwellings.
These figures clearly express the needs and
opportunities of the Ile-de-France region, as
well as the confidence of developers and investors in the construction of Greater Paris. We
are going through a unique moment of transformation in our region with major infrastructure projects such as the Grand Paris Express,
the regeneration of daily transport, and of
course the incredible opportunity represented
by the 2024 Olympic and Paralympic games
on our territory in terms of attractiveness and
inheritance.
DIDIER KLING: The Greater Paris is the largest construction site in Europe without any
equivalent. The 35 billion euros foreseen to
build the Grand Paris Express, its 200 kilometers of automatic metro and its 68 stations,
represent only a third of the expenses which
will be engaged in the metropolis in the years
to come. The multitude of projects that are
about to come out of the land includes housing
and the tertiary sector in large quantities. The
small braking found in 2018 is very punctual. It
is in no way due to an economic slowdown, but
to the fact that we are entering an election
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Our job as local elected officials is to make Brexit an
opportunity for the city and its inhabitants.
Anne Hidalgo

period, with the municipal elections of March
2020. It is still a period of low cycle in the issuance of building permits. There is absolutely no
sign of discomfort.
The 2019 edition of MIPIM takes place
fifteen days before the UK’s official withdrawal on 29 March. What do you think
will be the consequences of Brexit on the
Greater Paris real estate market in the short
and medium term?
ANNE HIDALGO: Our job as local elected officials is to make Brexit an opportunity for the
city and its inhabitants. It is a subject on which
we must show balance and finesse. It is necessary both to ensure the best conditions of reception for foreign employees and to preserve
the quality of life of Parisians and Great Parisians. And not that one population chases the
other. Nobody has interest in what Greater
Paris knows what London has known, with its
families relegated to the periphery because of
the high cost of living and especially housing.
The public authorities therefore have a regulatory role to play. This is why we are reinstating
the rent control in the private park, we have
increased controls against seasonal rentals
[Airbnb et al, ed] and we are pursuing a policy
of social housing for residents low income and
the middle classes.
VALÉRIE PÉCRESSE: The vacancy rate in
Paris is historically low in the central business
district in Paris (2.4% against an average of
5% over the 2008-2018 period). Although
it is difficult to quantify precisely for the moment, the impact of Brexit should be felt in the
property market - housing and offices - even

more strongly in 2019 with the acceleration of
returns. Real estate purchases of foreign employees are accelerating (4.1% of transactions
in 2018, compared to 2.8% in 2013, according
to notaries), particularly in the west or the 16th
arrondissement, near international schools this is why we plan to create international high
schools in the east and south. Thanks to a very
proactive action, we are in the process of having extremely positive results on the financial
Brexit. More than 3,000 jobs have already
been relocated even before the official date.
As for the second Brexit, that of R & D, Îlede-France is perfectly positioned as a world
leader in innovation and research.
PATRICK OLLIER: The effect of Brexit on the
London and Paris real estate markets, be it
offices, businesses or housing, is still limited.
But it is obvious that the Parisian real estate
market is able to compete with that of London
for the reception of companies. We have very
dynamic business districts such as La Défense,
Europe’s leading property park, and a constant development of co-working spaces in the
perimeter of the metropolis.
MICHEL CADOT: The first relocations of activities are beginning to take shape, in the financial sector but also in other sectors. With
650,000 m2 of office space available, which
could accommodate up to 40,000 employees
right away, the Place de Paris is well placed to
host new activities.
DIDIER KLING: We did a study to compare the
cities likely to supersede London after Brexit.
Paris, Dublin, Amsterdam, Frankfurt were
screened. It appears that Paris is the only truly
able to accommodate companies properly after Brexit. Its tertiary property portfolio is three
times that of Frankfurt: 35 million m² in Paris
and the inner suburbs alone, of which 2 million
change hands every year.
In the post-Brexit competition, what are the
strengths and weaknesses of Greater Paris
in terms of attractiveness, compared to
London, but also to other European cities
that hope to benefit from it?
ANNE HIDALGO: After the Brexit vote, some
commentators predicted a defeat of Paris
against Frankfurt or Dublin. Three years later,

14
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it is not so. Our metropolis attracts most companies and jobs from London. It is seen as the
best gateway to the European Union. All the
managers of foreign companies tell me the
same thing: “We choose Paris because it is
here that our employees want to work”. Our
first asset is the very high level of public services in areas as essential as early childhood,
education, health or transport. We have a
quality of life ranked as one of the best in the
world. We are also appreciated for our strong
commitment to the ecological transition. Our
only weakness would be not taking enough
care of this model that the world envies us.

he first relocations of activities
are beginning to take shape,
in the financial sector but also
in other sectors.
Michel Cadot

VALÉRIE PÉCRESSE: The Île-de-France - including Greater Paris - is in competition with
Brussels, Frankfurt, Dublin, but it is the only
region gathering all the characteristics sought
by both leaders and employees: a nerve centre business, a massive offices availability to accommodate all these companies, exceptional
quality and living environment. I will also add a
a favourable environment created by a President of the Republic and a Region President
resolutely pro-business. The workforce is abundant, highly skilled, with world-renowned business schools or engineers, and quality training
in mathematics or financial engineering. But
also a strengthened international educational
offer with the opening planned of new interna-

JOINT INTERVIEW

culture of public service, which makes it possible to finance efficient infrastructures and give
the best access to education and culture. In the
PwC City of Opportunity index, Paris ranks 4th
in terms of quality of life, when London ranks
15th. Regarding transport infrastructure, Paris
is ranked first in terms of global accessibility,
in front of London, in the “Global Power City
Index” of 2017. In addition, the metropolis of
Grand Paris, in full change, knows an ambitious dynamic, through sstructuring projects
such as Inventing the Greater Paris Metropolis,
the construction of the Grand Paris Express,
the organization of the 2024 Olympic Games
or the future Olympic aquatic centre of which
the MGP is owner.

PATRICK OLLIER: The French government has
multiplied positive signals to attract investors,
reverse the image of a France “enemy of finance” and adopt a pro-business speech.
Greater Paris today has a complete financial
ecosystem. It is a force in competition with more
specialized European metropolises. The weaknesses of Greater Paris - a real estate market
still tense; the difficulty of accessing English-language content for administrative procedures;
the weakness of the English-language offer ... are being resorbed. The city has also acquired
an excellent reputation in terms of quality of life
and a social system associated with a strong

MICHEL CADOT: After Brexit, being present in
the UK will no longer allow companies to access the world’s largest market, the European
Union. According to a survey conducted by the
Institute of Directors, a UK employers’ union,
18% of companies in the UK are planning to relocate or have already relocated part of their
business to another European Union country.
Paris can, in this context, represent an attractive alternative in London. It is the only global
financial centre in Europe and has significant
assets such as the quality of its workforce, the
density of its infrastructure and a real quality
of life.

DIDIER KLING: There is a lot going on in Îlede-France. It is moving! It’s no coincidence
that Greater Paris is the world’s leading tourist destination with 35 million hotel arrivals in
2018, a record number. For companies, the
assets are innumerable: efficient infrastructure,
the Grand Paris Express project, a unique real
estate capacity, a highly qualified workforce,
recognized schools and universities, a strong
financial centre, 40% of research France’s public and private sector, the 8th global research
cluster on the Saclay plateau, etc.

© droits réservés

tional and European schools as part of Brexit.
Also, affordable and quality offices: with a total
stock of 54.2 million m² of offices, Île-de-France
is the third largest office market in the world after Tokyo and New York; Paris is also twice as
affordable as London in occupancy cost. Not
to mention, world-class infrastructures, especially with the Grand Paris Express project, the
largest urban development project in Europe,
and the transport revolution that we initiated.
In short, there are only two global cities in Europe: Paris and London. Although having many
assets, Amsterdam and Dublin do not offer the
same benefits. And Germany - federal country
- is more fragmented, between Munich, Frankfurt, Berlin, Cologne ...
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JOINT INTERVIEW

Which countries, continents or geographical areas are most interested in the
Greater Paris? Who are the investors?
ANNE HIDALGO: Paris attracts talent
from all continents. In recent years, we
have obviously seen renewed investment
from the United Kingdom, but Asia and the
Gulf countries are also in a good position. Our position as the leading tourist
destination and congress capital of the
world contributes to this: the tens of millions of visitors we welcome each year are
so many ambassadors of Paris once back
in their country.
VALÉRIE PÉCRESSE: Asian investors, in a logic of securing, are generally more interested
in a mature market, Paris and the dense area.
European investors (Germany, Belgium, the
Netherlands ...) or American investors are interested in the projects of Greater Paris’ wider
area, through the development opportunities
around the new Grand Paris Express stations.
For investors, Ile-de-France is a “label” to invest
effectively in markets all over Europe.
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PATRICK OLLIER: Three quarters of the
projects are of British or American origin, which reflects a real attraction of the
Anglo-Saxon world for the Parisian ecosystem. These are mainly financial sector
companies, the first impacted by Brexit. If
firms from Asian origins are less numerous
at the moment, it is not for lack of interest
for the metropolis, but because their leaders expect that more visibility on the Brexit
consequences before taking decisions of
relocation. There is nevertheless a real curiosity on their part.
MICHEL CADOT: The region welcomed
416 international investments in 2017,
which is 16% more than in 2016. The United
States remains the biggest investor in the
region; having risen from 21% in 2016 to
26% in 2017. They are followed by Germany (11%), the United Kingdom (8%) and
China (6%).
DIDIER KLING: For now, investors come
mainly from old Europe and America. But
the countries of Asia and the Middle East
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There is a lot going on in Paris
Region: it’s on the move! It’s no
coincidence that Greater Paris is
the world’s leading tourist
destination.
Didier Kling

are more and more interested in Greater
Paris. The Chinese group Wanda, for example, is involved - with Immochan - in the
colossal Europacity project between Paris
and Roissy-Charles-de-Gaulle airport. We
can also mention the Club Med or Accor
group.

© droits réservés

JOINT INTERVIEW

If you could only choose one argument
to convince investors to choose Greater Paris, what would it be?
ANNE HIDALGO: Paris is where it all happens! We are the city of the climate agreement. We organize the Olympic and Paralympic Games of 2024. We propose at the
same time attractiveness, innovation, reinvention, exceptional heritage and French
art de vivre. Everyone knows that they are
welcome in Paris and here are the opportunities.
VALÉRIE PÉCRESSE: It’s now time to invest
in Greater Paris! Because we are 100%
committed and we are still accelerating. There is many business opportunities
in the first European economic region
whose vitality is further strengthened by
Brexit and major development projects:
more than 200 billion euros will be invested by 2030 in transport but also in
the real estate construction and the 2024
Olympic Games with a majority of private investments. Setting up in Europe’s

largest business hub, acompetitive and
innovative world-city, enjoying a dynamic
demographic, equipped with efficient infrastructures, excellence and abundance
of human and technological capital, is
making a winning bet on the future.
PATRICK OLLIER: It’s not just financial decisions that matter. The Greater Paris Metropolis, which I chair and which brings together
the 131 mayors of the inner suburbs, is an
extremely important facilitator in many fields.
The actions we have all taken together so
far - such as the pact for metropolitan logistics, the plans for living city centres, nature
in the city or air-energy climate - all tend
to make our action more readable, more
credible in the perspective of make it an
increasingly attractive territory. The greening of the city and the common will to fight
against air pollution are also highly appreciated, like the Low Emission Zone (ZFE) that
we decided to put in place from July 2019 in
the metropolis [in the perimeter demarcated
by the A86 motorway, ndlr]. Anglo-Saxons
are very sensitive to it.

MICHEL CADOT: We are drawing the
face of Greater Paris for the next 50
years. Paris is, according to the Global
Investment Monitor, the 3rd largest city
in the world for 39 job-creating investments, behind London and Singapore. This
dynamics will continue as the construction
sites of the Greater Paris and the preparation of the 2024 Olympic Games will
provide numerous investment opportunities. As you can see, it is not one but a
set of achievements already committed,
supported by the State and the communities via public establishments of development, which are offered to all those who
will cho ose the Greater Paris to build the
future.
DIDIER KLING: If you want to access the
entire European market, you will find in
Paris a dream gateway. Because there is
everything you need to do business. But
also a little extra soul: the French way of
life and a more pleasant living environment than anywhere else. Paris is not just
like any city!
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Create new office markets
at the gates of Paris
Interview with Daniel TALAMONI,
General Manager of CITALLIOS
What is CITALLIOS’ intervention
territory?
CITALLIOS is a developer and urban
designer throughout the Paris region
with, in particular, a sharp knowledge of the Hauts-de-Seine and Yvelines. Its uniqueness: by its very
nature of SEM – Société d’Economie Mixte -, CITALLIOS acts at the
crossroads of public and private initiatives. A strategic position, quite
unique in the landscape of the production of the city,: we are an operator able to combine the smartest
way, in the best fitted montages,
“city owned” purposes and the creative and economic capacities of private actors, investors, developers
and occupants.

DELIVERED

"SWELL" - Promoteur : OGIC - Architecte : Design Pietri architectes

You are very present especially in the first Parisian ring?
We know this market very well thanks to a strong presence there. Its
values, its actors and its springs are extremely familiar to us. We are positioned on several sites near Paris.
The territory of Clichy-la-Garenne is a good example indeed. We took
the challenge to closely accompany the mayor in the transformation of
his city, which can claim the title of ‘21st district of Paris’, as demonstrated by its economic dynamic and its many real estate projects. It is a city
in the making, at the gates of Paris of course but also at the edge of the
Seine, whose banks are actively being re-appropriated. It is therefore a
good example of a territory that can aim to create a new office market,
with an innovative and attractive tertiary offer.
Do you claim a different approach in creating this offices offer?
We claim a different approach ... and different approaches, for a ‘tailor
made’ adaptation to the territory in its diversity! In fact, Clichy is composed of several districts. With regards to the office market, it offers on
one hand a ‘natural’ spot flourishing on the fringe of Paris, on the other
hand a completely restructured sector recently born, the “Quartier du
Bac”.

"IKO" - Promoteur : Nexity - Architecte : SCAU

Along Paris ring, very close to the new Law Courts, we are developing a
total of 70,000 square meters of offices and accommodations for business customers and tourists as part of the “Entrée de Ville” operation.
The challenge is to welcome, at the foot of business magnets and transport hubs, an offer of offices as well as hospitality spaces at international standards. We are talking about GATE ONE buildings (GDG - Unofi)
which hosts Morning Coworking, 9 Rue Martre (Home / Affine Preference), which hosts “La Maison du Whisky”; and delivered early 2019
the IKO complex (Nexity / LaSalle Investment and Amundi) which hosts
in Porte Pouchet 9,700m² of offices and a Hilton hotel of 5,700m²; not to

STATEMENT
forget the construction in progress, by Eiffage –
EuroEquipements, of 14,000 additional m².
Next to the future Grand Paris Express Line 14
station , CITALLIOS also supports the OGIC / La
Mondiale tandem in developing a site of, eventually, 25,000m², which will host from 2021 the
BVA company in its first phase.
On the banks of the Seine, north of the territory, we create nothing less than a new district! An offer of 67,000 m² of offices in total, in
a completely restructured urban sector designed with a strong mix of uses and destinations:
3,000 inhabitants will meet with 5,500 employees, combining residential comfort and work.
The BLACK operation (Redman / Axa Real Estate) will host 46,600 m² and the SWELL program
(OGIC) 20,000 m². In addition, a 4,000m² hotel
is developed by SOGEPROM, a 5ha park is already open and public facilities will complete this
offer.
Do you act only as a city planner?
No, this is the very diversity of our approach.
We are in the position of urban developer, within the French framework of Zones d’Aménagement Concerté, for some of these operations.
But we also take positions out of public “procedures”, on the Sanzillon sector for example, to
boost the action of a private property developper - OGIC -. Our role here is to be a project

"BLACK" - promoteur : Redman - Architecte : ECDM architectes

accelerator, allowing premises designed to accommodate BVA to come out in record time,
namely, as of the 4th quarter of 2019 while the
initial ‘go’ to operational procedures was given
only in December 2016. That is, believe me, quite an outstanding time-to-market in France!
We can also be involved in co-promotion for
real estate operations, owning shares of the
incorporated company in order to be active in
project steering and very cautious when it comes to its actual ‘intérêt général’.
The elected local officials at the centre ...
Another of your aims?
In any case, keep in mind that our trademark
is to “put the elected officials at the centre”:
whether the public party actually owns the
land or not - and we operate more and more often on private properties, - we do not develop
anything without closely involving municipal
teams and ensuring that the project is fully in
line with their strategy.
Speed, economic efficiency alongside private
operators, commitment on quality and risk taking on operations: we provide territories and
operators with the conditions for secure transactions by looking for investors and even occupants. The point is definitly to secure that our
operations not only offer high quality of design
and use, but do have a lasting beneficial contribution to the people and territory.

INTERVIEWS

GRAND ENTRETIEN

THIERRY DALLARD
CHAIRMAN OF THE SOCIÉTÉ
DU GRAND PARIS
« The Grand Paris Express is the first project combatting
global warming in Europe »

T

he Grand Paris Express is sometimes qualified as “ the project
of the centur y ” or as being
“colossal”. To what extent these designations are justified?
THIERRY DALLARD: The Grand Paris Express
is a project of an unprecedented magnitude.
During its construction phase, it impacts the
life of hundreds of thousands of residents;
tomorrow, it will benefit several millions of
passengers and travellers every day. It is
an exceptional project of which every men
and women working on its realisation feel
very proud. Other global metropolis led
such projects like Singapore or Riyadh, but
in Europe and more widely in the West, it
is unprecedented. Yet, this new grid is not a
luxury, it is the minimum required for Paris to
keep competing among the global cities, and
to keep its attractiveness for its inhabitants
and for the economy. The direct goal of the
Grand Paris Express is to allow the region of
the capital city to face the challenges resulting from the global metropolis’ competition.
In the last months, works have progressed
intensively across the Grand Paris Express:
we already have more than 100 civil engineering worksites. This year, 12 tunnel boring
machines will join the 3 already working, on
the overall project.
Although it may not seem like it, it is way
easier to build a tunnel under the English
Channel where the soil only contains homogeneous chalk - more predictable. Underground works in the Paris region, on the
contrary, is much more complicated due to
the contrasted and complex geology, and
the issues related to its water, quarries and
congested undergrounds. The Grand Paris
Express is facing other major challenges like
the construction of its stations, also very
complex in a particularly dense and restrictive urban area.
A year ago, French Prime Minister Edouard
Philippe, committed for a start of the overall automatic network by 2030. Knowing
that the delivery is already postponed
by up to six years for some lines, do you
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reasonably think you can still commit to the
timeline and amounts announced?
T.D.: A year ago the government presented
a roadmap which includes the technical risks
resulting from the nature of the projects, but
also the risks related to the mobilisation of the
human and material resources on a market of
high tensions. Since I took office few months
ago, we surveyed the entire Grand Paris
Express to maximise its budget and technical
parameters in order to provide for a timetable
that will better fit the reality of the project.
I say it again, my roadmap is clear: achieving the Grand Paris Express and meeting the
deadlines while mastering all the risks. What
is at stake is the maximum anticipation of the
risks and to be as reactive as possible, in a

considerable. One of the biggest ambitions of
the Grand Paris Express is to structure an urban development built on the existing city. We
are note building a system which creates an
urban zone way out of the centre as it happened for the RER (suburban train). The goal
of the new metro is to allow an increase in the
number of inhabitants and enterprises in the
metropolis perimeter. These future metro lines
will enable to increase the transportation offer. The trains’ frequency, with an average of
1’30 between each train, has nothing in common with the frequency of the buses which, in
addition, have a lower capacity. The Grand
Paris Express is the mirror reflexion of the Parisian tube, at the metropolis scale. The question of the obsolescence of technology is not
an issue as the real challenge is to transport
2 to 3 millions of passengers every day. The
autonomous vehicles solutions will complement
this project outside the urbanised sectors of
high density.

The Grand Paris Express is not
only a transportation network.
It is a major tool for spatial
planning of the Capital Region.

How is the Grand Paris Express strengthening the growth and innovation opportunities of the Greater Paris Metropolis?
T.D.: This question calls for different levels of
response. First, it is necessary to recall that
the structure of the Grand Paris Express aims
to create emulation and economic synergies
by connecting territories of excellence and
renown clusters between them and to Paris. I
will add that the new metro will provide for
a strategic network between a very important number of services and public or private
equipment which are not, today, working together. Experts consider that these new operations between different territories will create tremendous possibilities for innovation and,
thus, growth.
Finally, even though there is still a lot to add
to this answer, I always highlight the crucial
importance of the public spaces around the
future stations of the grid. Here too, there are
numerous possibilities for innovation. It is the
reason why we work, within the framework
of the project of the Squares of the Greater
Paris, for the creation of the 21st century multimodality with IDF Mobilités, chaired by Valérie

constant exchange process with the State
services led by Michel Cadot (Prefect of the
Île-de-France region) with our partners Ilede-France Mobilité, RATP, SNCF and all the
elected local officials who are the closest to
the territories’ reality. This collective is an essential condition for the success of the project.
What do you reply to the critics about the
Grand Paris Express obsolescence at the
completion date considering the rise of
new technologies (autonomous bus, connected roads, etc.) which could eventually
replace the underground metros that are
very expensive to build and maintain?
T.D.: This question is relevant for less dense territories, not for the territory of the Grand Paris
where the number of passengers to convey is
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BIO EXPRESS’
THIERRY DALLARD,

Pécresse, and with the services of Stéphane
Beaudet at the Mayors Association of Îlede-Fance.
The zones around the 68 future stations
represent a real challenge in terms of urban transformation and planning. What
role the Société du Grand Paris intents to
play in that context?
T.D.: Although it is a new metro, the Grand
Paris Express should not be seen as a transportation network only. It is a major tool for

planning the capital region’s territory. It provides for a structuring mobility offer to rebuild
the city on what already exists in order to
limit urban sprawl and thus the consumption
of farmlands. In that respect, the Grand Paris
Express is the first project combatting global
warming in Europe; it will enable the rebuilt of
the first continental metropolis urban model.
Grand Paris Express is a planning project.
68 new stations and, consequently, as many
new neighbourhood composed of housings, offices, services and shops based on

the renewed existing structures or built from
scratch. It is the reason why our program is
aligned with local plans and mayors’ priorities which are driving their municipality’s development. The implementation of the Grand
Paris Express over the territories is obviously
complementary to and in coordination with
the actions taken by public planners foremost
among which Grand Paris Aménagement
led by Thierry Lajoie and the public landmanagement institution (Etablissement public
foncier) directed by Gilles Bouvelot.
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Aappointed in May 2018 as Chairman of the Board of Directors at
Grand Paris Company. Thierry Dallard has as mission to lead well the
wide-ranging site of the Grand Paris
Express. Director of the french developpement at Meridiam (specialized
in infrastructure funds) since 2007.
He has also participated in the
construction of hight speed lines
for Tours-Bordeaux and NimesMontpellier.

INTERVIEWS

MARIANNE LOURADOUR

er

REGIONAL DIRECTOR OF BANQUE DES TERRITOIRES OF
ILE-DE-FRANCE (CAISSE DES DÉPÔTS GROUP)

« We are financiers and investors but we can also place ourselves
upstream from the politics when territories feel the need to be supported
during their reflection process. »

I

n may 2018, Caisse des dépôts
(CDC) created the Banque des Territoires and you are now at the head
of the one in Ile-de-France (Paris area).
Why this new structure?
MARIANNE LOURADOUR: Behind this brand
name that contributes to a strong communication plan, one can find the will to place the
French territories at the centre of the CDC
strategic plan. The Banque des Territoires
allows us to gather our expertise and professions (money-lander, investor, engineering specialists) within a consistent perimeter
which also comprehend our branch skills; by
example, CDC Habitat for social housing
and SCET (Services, Counsel, Expertise and
Territories) concerning the engineering of territorial projects. This new response strategy
is game changing regarding our speed, agility and reactivity. Our goal is to increase our
territories’ sustainability, attractiveness, connectivity and capacity of inclusion.
What are your missions?
M.L.: We are financiers and investors but we
can also place ourselves upstream from the
politics when territories feel the need to be
supported during their reflection process.
We also provide for our own diagnosis to
identify our priority actions and financial
analysis. Our activity is entirely dedicated
to the territories. We work together for constructive ideas to emerge and to implement
interesting projects in order to increase the
sustainability and the attractiveness of the
Greater Paris. The aim is to succeed in gathering all of the urban innovation and ensure
it is advantageous for all.
The Greater Paris Metropolis and the
Banque des Territoires signed a partnership agreement last October. What is it
providing for?
M.L.: This partnership agreement represents
a common undertaking in favour of the planning of the Greater Paris. We reviewed all
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the MGP proficiency lines that the Banque
des Territoires could support via, in particular,
financings and investments designed for the
implementation of common tools to support
greater transitions. This initiative led, among
others, to actions taken within the framework
of one of MGP’s programs named “Centresvilles-vivants” (Alive-City-Centres), or to the
signature of the “pact for a metropolitan logistic” as far back as last September.

We are entirely dedicated to the
territories and we ensure that,
within the Paris region, no
project will be stopped
from going through for
financing reasons.
The second phase of the call for projects
“Inventons la Métropole du Grand Paris”
(Let’s design the Greater Paris Metropolis) was just launched. What is your assessment of this innovative planning operation?
M.L.: Projects are moving forward and we
plan on investing 100 millions in equity in the
first call for projects, in addition with the 100
millions already invested in the “Programme
d’Investissements d’Avenir” (PIA) (Futur Investment Program). We already support 23
of the first phase winners (over 58) and will
support all the groups that meet the territories’ needs and which aim to develop and
implement strong projects. We are entirely
dedicated to the territories and we ensure
that, within the Paris region, no project will
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be stopped from going through for financing
reasons. This is our obsession.
What are the major challenges for Greater Paris?
M.L.: One of the major challenges is the
energy transition. Our balance sheet is in
deficit as we import 90% of the energy we
use. We need to be able to produce clean
energy and to reduce our consumption. The
other big challenge everyone should keep
in mind is to produce housing. The needs
are huge especially regarding social housing with over 700,000 applications in the
Paris region. We must also not forget homeless people and those who currently live in
terrible conditions. We need to do more,
to release lands, to transform offices into
housing, to experiment transitional real estate, etc.
Another priority is the metropolitan logistic which represents an important source
of pollution. The dense area of the logistic platforms (railway, fluvial, etc.) must be
equipped as of now. All the innovation, the
research, the territory’s configuration, is for
now. This is the reason why we massively
support SOGARIS (pioneer of the Greater
Paris’ urban logistic which project “Hotel
Logistique Chapelle International” is the
only French winner of the MIPIM Awards
2018, ed.) which is a mixed-economy tool
namely, with a public/private governance.
How do feel about the after-brexit?
M.L.: As a committed operator on the ground,
our mission is to seek for all the opportunities and to take advantage of all favourable
winds even in time of severe weather. We
shall make the most out of the opportunities
that Brexit will create. Especially at a time
where the Greater Paris will be deeply renewing its travel plan with 200 km of new
lines for the Grand Paris Express and where
urban innovation is at its high point with the
introduction of data into the construction of
cities.

«One of the biggest challenge
for the Greater Paris is to
produce housing (…) social
housing especially. »

BIO EXPRESS’
After 30 years of career within the Caisse des Dépôts Group, Marianne Louradour became Ile-de-France regional director of Banque des Territoires, launched
last May by Caisse des Dépôts Group. She was since 2016 Regional manager for
Ile-de-France at Caisse des Dépôts.
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MARIANNE LOURADOUR,
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INTERVIEWS

GRAND PARIS AMÉNAGEMENT
A REFERENCE OPERATOR AT THE SERVICE
OF THE PROJECTS IN THE GREATER PARIS

T
We will of course try
to meet everywhere
construction needs, because
Île-de-France still lacks of a
large number of
affordable housings
Thierry Lajoie
24

he assessment of the year is
positive for the first developer
in France. For the sixth consecutive year, 2018 marked a record
production, both in terms of land managed, with 5,000 hectares, the number of homes produced with 3,000
homes generated, and 36 hectares
of economic real estate generated in
the year. Sign of this dynamism, Grand
Paris Development led 104 urban development operations implemented
or in development, habitat and / or
economic activities, of all sizes, and
throughout the Paris region and mainly
in the inner suburbs.
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The intervention portfolio has also
be en expanded by several new operations and urban studies as well as seven new urban development operations
launched last year: at Charentonle-Pont, Ris-Orangis and Bondoufle,
at Nogent- sur-Seine, Villiers-le-Bel,
Vigneux-sur-Seine, and finally Villeneuve-la-Garenne. In addition, at
the request of the Prefect of the Ilede-France region, the establishment
conducts a study around an urban
development strategy betwe en the
airports of Bourget and Roissy, and
participates for the Ministry of Education, research and innovation, to vari-

ous land engine ering missions for the Greater Paris Nord
university-hospital campus project in Saint-Ouen. In terms of
growth, here to o, the results are well on the way, and are
set to match business records, with a turnover portfolio of
€ 3.4 billion and a net result of more than € 8 million. This
entrepreneurial model is the DNA of Grand Paris Aménagement which receives neither tax nor subsidy.
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“We will of course try to me et everywhere construction
ne eds, because Île-de-France still lacks of a large number
of affordable housings, and many territories are in demand
for businesses and jobs. We must also work tirelessly to produce the multipolar Grand Paris, polycentric around mobility
very structuring for all”. Underlines Thierry LAJOIE, Managing Director of Grand Paris Aménagement. Several major
operations are well underway, through communities concession or own account, as for example in Asnières, Aubervilliers, Creteil, Servon, or Taverny ... “Conscious for years of
the importance of a developer on the field of environment
and ecological transition, underlines Thierry LAJOIE, we
maintain and accentuate our involvement in this sector. The
city of tomorrow is being built today, with its new challenges
which are ecology, digital, human and the well-being of the
inhabitants and the companies.“ This is the direction of the
urban innovation strategy that Grand Paris Aménagement
has begun in 2018 and that the facility will deploy in 2019.
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HOW TO INVEST IN GREATER PARIS
The acquisition process should be viewed and considered in the context of the wider investment lifecycle
including the acquisition / management / and disposal processes.
Among the various considerations that need to be taken into consideration, investors should pay particular
attention to:
Legal and tax requirements and incentives;
Regulatory matters;
Financing / Property management / Income stability.
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ACQUISITION OF FRENCH REAL ESTATE
French real estate may be acquired in either of two ways:
- DIRECTLY: by purchasing the property asset deal);
- INDIRECTLY: by purchasing the Special Purpose Vehicle which owns the
property (share deal).
The choice of either way will depend on:
The assets to be acquired (single asset vs. a portfolio);
The timing;
The need to hold the assets through a dedicated vehicle
(for tax purposes mainly).
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However, in each case, the acquisition process will be similar and the purchaser will need to complete detailed due diligence prior to acquiring the
property / vehicle.
The financing of an acquisition in the French market is
generally made through a combination of equity and debt (either a bank
loan or a corporate loan or a mix of both),
subject to compliance with interest rate limitations and thin capitalization
rules from a French tax perspective.

EY SOCIÉTÉS D’AVOCATS

ACQUIRING FRENCH REAL ESTATE
2 OPTIONS
DIRECT INVESTMENT
(ASSET DEAL)

INDIRECT INVESTMENT
(SHARE DEAL)

Acquiring a specific asset or a portfolio

Investing in a real estate company or investment fund

Acquisition of real estate

Establishment of a company to
acquire real estate

Acquisition of shares in an existing company which
owns real estate

Acquisition of real estate
Signature and registration
of notarized deed of sale
(‘acte de vente’)

Signature of the sale and purchase agreement
Signature and registration
of notarized deed of sale
(‘acte de vente’)

+
Limited transfer of tax risks.

DIRECT INVESTMENT
(ASSET DEAL)
- Selling agents
instructed put the
product on the
open market
- Acquisition agent
identifies potential
properties either
on or off market
- Direct approach

- Property Visit and
initial analysis
- Submission’ of
letter of intent
(LOI) & including a
non-binding
offer in order to
be granted access
to due
diligence material
via a data room

-Completion of the
due diligence on
the property with
commercial, legal,
technical advisors
(including inter
alia the review of
litigation, quality of
occupancy
and existing
commercial leases)

Signing of
either:
-A binding sale
and purchase
agreement
or
-A direct sale

No transfer of deferred tax 		
liabilities.
Registration of the
Notarized deed
of sale

START DATE
+ 2 months

START DATE
+ 4 to 6 months

START DATE
+ 7 months

+
In principle, lower transfer tax

INDIRECT INVESTMENT
(SHARE DEAL)
- Sending a
letter of intent
including a binding
commitment to the
seller
and condition
precedent if any

START DATE

Completion of the
initial due
diligence on:
- The property, the
occupancy of the
premises
-Litigation
-Existing
commercial leases
-The legal and tax
status as well as
the liabilities of the
company

START DATE
+ 2 months

-Transaction generally more
expensive for transfer tax
purposes.

-Binding offer

START DATE

Financing generally easier 		
to obtain.

Signature of a
Preliminary
agreement, which
is either:
-An option
agreement
(promesse
unilatérale de
vente ou d’achat);
or
-An immediate
binding sale
and purchase
agreement
(compromis
synallagmatique
de vente)

Depending on the
kind of company
which owns the
property,
execution of the
transfer of shares
by either:

costs.
This kind of transaction allows
acquiring several assets as a result
of one operation.
Quicker timing for transaction.

-

Registration of the
sale and purchase
Need to negotiate warranties to
agreement with
commercial court cover the risks attached to the

-A sale and
purchase
agreement; or
-A transfer
order (ordre de
mouvement)

START DATE
+ 3 months

START DATE
+ 4 months

purchased entity.
Financing more complex to
structure. No step-up in value on
the property is possible unless
the entity is a SCI (capital gain
tax latency issue) which case the
possibility of implementing this
tax-free step up is most uncertain,
if not excluded, given recent
case law.
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OVERVIEW OF THE MAIN LEGAL
ASPECTS
I/ OWNERSHIP
The right of ownership is one of the most protected rights in
France. It is an absolute right. As such, freehold ownership
confers on the holder the use of the assets, the right to receive the fruits of these assets (rents, interest on due money,
etc) and the right to dispose of the assets. There are several
types of ownership, including co-ownership and ownership
by division into units.
Co-ownership
Co-ownership arises when a building is divided into co-ownership units (lots de copropriété) owned by several owners.
Each unit comprises two parts:
• A privately owned area (partie privative);
• A right over the common areas (parties communes) (e.g:
a corridor)
Each part of the building is identified in a description of the
division of the property (so-called “états descriptif de division”). Co-owners are required to abide by co-ownership
regulations (règlement de copropriété) that must be registered with the land registry and include three types of
provisions:
• Provisions relating to the distinction between private and
common areas, their intended purpose and the conditions of
their enjoyment by the co-owners (e.g: housing or office use)
• Provisions relating to the breakdown of co-ownership fees
for the use of the shared services or in case of refurbishment
of the common areas for instance (co-ownership fees are
proportional to the size of each unit)
• Provisions relating to the management of the building
Each co-owner can freely enjoy not only the private area
but also the common areas within the limits set in the coownership regulations. Co-ownership is a form of freehold
which means that a co-owner can freely dispose of its unit.
While the “Alur law” of 24 March 2014 already amended
part of the rules applicable to the co-ownership, a law enacted on 23 November 2018 known as the “ELAN law “ authorized the government to take action by order to reform
the status of the co-ownership
Ownership by division into units (“division de propriété
en volumes”)
There is ownership by division into units when a property is
divided into units of different size and shape, either horizontally or vertically or both, each unit having its own right of
ownership. It means that the owner can build within the limits
of its unit, subject to any easements (right to natural light,
minimum distance between buildings, etc) that may encumber the unit and which are set out in the description deed of
the division into units.
There is no specific regulation governing this type of ownership. This type of real estate organization can be found at La
Défense, Paris’ business center.
Ownership is acquired through a notarized deed of sale
which must be registered with the land registry. Pursuant
to the law, and save as otherwise agreed between the
parties when authorized, the seller of a property has to
provide the buyer with two warranties to cover eviction and
hidden defects.
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II/ LEASING
When renting commercial buildings, it is necessary to conclude a commercial lease agreement, for which the specific rules applicable are mostly
mandatory. The rules governing commercial leases are aimed at protecting
the “commercial property” of the lessee and therefore are generally more
lessee-friendly as they grant the lessee:
• The right to have the commercial lease renewed;
• An indemnity in case the lessor refuses to renew the commercial lease
(unless such decision is on the grounds of a material breach committed by
the lessee or the building is declared unsafe and dangerous by a public
authority).
Please note that a new law enacted on 18 June 2014 (known as the “Pinel
Law”) amended some of the provisions applicable to commercial lease
agreements. Most of these amendments are applicable to lease agreements entered into or renewed as from 1 September 2014 but some of
them are also applicable to prior leases. Therefore, the main provisions of
a commercial lease agreement are as follows:
Duration
The minimum term of a commercial lease agreement is nine years but the
parties can agree to a longer term. Prior to the Pinel Law, the lessee had
the right to terminate the commercial lease at the end of every threeyear period unless otherwise agreed between the parties. Currently, this
waiver to the three-year termination period may only be entered into for
certain leases such as those with a duration of more than nine years or for
single-use premises.
If the term of the lease exceeds 12 years, additional constraints will be
triggered: the publication of the lease in the local land registries (and
payment of taxes), the amount of the rent will no longer be capped in the
event of renewal, and additional taxes.
Even if a commercial lease has a definite term, it will remain in force for an
unlimited term unless:
• It is renewed as described below;
• Six months’ prior notice of termination is given by either the lessor or the
lessee and for the last day of the civil quarter.
Right of the lessee to the renewal of the commercial lease
The right of the lessee to have the commercial lease renewed is subject to
the following conditions:
• a commercial lease agreement
• operation of a business as a going concern by the lessee, in the rented
premises, for a period of at least three years before the term of the lease
and
• Registration of the business and the premises with the Registre du commerce et des sociétés or the Répertoire des métiers.
The renewal of the lease results from the express or tacit acceptance of the
renewal offer made by the lessor or the lessee.
The lessor’s renewal offer must be delivered to the lessee. The lessee can
accept the renewal under the terms and conditions set out in the offer or
accept the renewal but not its terms and conditions. In particular, if there
is disagreement on the rent, either party may go to court to have the
renewed rent determined. In the event of failure to do so within two years
as from the renewal offer, the lease will be renewed under the terms and
conditions set out in the offer.
If the lessor has not delivered an offer as mentioned above, at least six
months before the term of the lease, the lessee may:
• Do nothing. In that case, the lease will be tacitly renewed for an unlimited
period of time with the risk that the rent will be uncapped after 12 years
(except if the lease provides for renewal at market value).
• Have a bailiff deliver a renewal offer to the lessor. Should the lessor want
to reject the offer, it must react within three months, otherwise the lessor
is deemed to have accepted the renewed lease. The parties must go to

court as described above if there is disagreement on the renewed rent.
The lease is renewed under the same terms and conditions unless otherwise agreed between the parties.
Rent
The rent is freely determined by the parties and should normally reflect
the market value.
In practice, the rent is either a fixed amount (e.g. offices), or can be based
on the turnover of the lessee or be a mix of both (minimum guaranteed rent
and a proportion of the turnover) (e.g. retail).
- Indexation of the rent
The parties can decide that the rent will be automatically Indexation clauses have to comply with the provisions provided by the commercial lease
regulations and the French Monetary and Financial code. Please note that
several clauses which did not comply with those requirements were called
into question before the courts over the last few years .
In addition, the rules on commercial leases also provide that the lessee
or the lessor can claim for a revision of the rent after a minimum 3-year
period.
- Renewed rent
The general principle is that the rent under the renewed lease reflects the
market value. However this renewed rent is capped at the variation of the
applicable index (further to the Pinel Law, only ILC or ILAT may be used to
calculate this variation; the ICC is no longer applicable) between the date
of the lease and the termination date of the lease.
However, there are several exceptions where the renewed rent may not
be capped (lease with an initial term exceeding exceeding nine years,
lease twhose effective duration exceeds 12 years due to tacit renewal,
significant change in the (i) features of the premises, (ii) use of the premises,
(iii) respective obligations of the parties or (iv) local commercial factors).
Further to the Pinel Law, should the rent cap cease to apply, the variation in the rent will nonetheless be limited to 10% of the rent paid over the
previous year.
Major repairs
Further to the Pinel Law, a decree was published on 3 November 2014
specifying the “services charges, taxes, duties and fees that, given their
nature, cannot be charged to lessees”. For instance, major repairs (i.e. article 606 of the French Civil Code) may no longer be borne by the lessee.
It is worth noting that the number of audits of service charges requested
by lessees has increased since the publication of such decree.
Sublease and transfer of the lease agreement
Unless otherwise agreed between the parties, the lessee cannot sublease
the premises.
In case of sale, the lease agreement will be automatically transferred to
the purchaser of the premises. Things are different with respect to the lessee. Indeed, the general rule is that the lessee cannot transfer the lease
agreement without the prior authorization of the lessor and subject to
certain formalities being carried out, except in case of transfer of the lessee’s business as a going concern (fonds de commerce).
However, the lessee may have to give prior notice to the lessor and/
or the lease agreement may grant the lessor a preferential right over
the business operated on the premises. A similar obligation can also be
imposed on the lessee in case of a change of control.
Lastly, the Pinel Law introduced, under certain conditions, a preemption
right to the benefit of the lessee in the event that the lessor decides to sell
the premises.
The conclusion of a lease agreement may also trigger different French tax
consequences (corporate income tax, VAT, registration duties, business tax)
depending on the nature or duration of the lease involved which need to
be carefully assessed.
Consequently, commercial lease agreements have to be negotiated with
great attention to details.
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KEY TAX ISSUES
INVESTING IN FRENCH REAL ESTATE
Taxes apply to acquisition, ownership and operation of French real estate.
Find below the key tax issues to know when investing in real estate.

I/ ACQUISITION
Real estate transfer tax
A 5 % RETT is due on the acquisition of shares or shares of interest in a
property company (i.e., asset – at fair market value, FMV- composed of
more than 50% of French real estate).
A 5.81 % RETT is due on the acquisition of a property.
RETT is as a rule paid by the purchaser. However, the parties are free to
decided otherwise.
Land Security Contribution (Contribution de sécurité immobilière) (0.1 %)
and notary fees (0.814% possibly subject to a discount) also apply. A specific 0.6% tax is also applicable to certain transactions in the Ile-de-France
region.
Value added tax
The sale of a property completed within the last 5 years is subject to VAT at
the standard rate of 20 %. The 5,81 % RETT is in this case not due. However,
the sale is subject to real estate registration tax (taxe de publicité foncière)
(0.715 %), Land Security Contribution (Contribution de sécurité immobilière)
(0.1 %) and notary fees (0.814% possibly subject to a discount).
In certain limited cases, the sale of properties completed within the last 5
years may be subject to VAT upon election. In this case, RETT is also due
(together with the 0.1% contribution and notary fees).
In any case, no VAT will effectively have to be paid if the so-called VAT
suspensive regime applies (Art. 257 bis of the FTC – compulsory application, if all conditions are met). For this regime to be applicable it is basically
required that the property was owned with a view to receiving rental
income subject to VAT and that the purchaser also intend to receive rental
income derived from the property subject to VAT.

II/ OWNERSHIP AND OPERATION OF FRENCH REAL ESTATE
LOCAL TAXES
Local taxation includes four main taxes: a territorial economic contribution
(formerly business tax), the annual 3% tax, the real property tax on developed land, the real property tax on undeveloped land, and the residence
tax (applying to furnished housing and any outbuildings). There are also
additional or similar taxes, such as the annual Ile-de-France office tax.
Territorial Economic Contribution (“Contribution Économique Territoriale” Formerly “ Business Tax ”)
Until 1st January 2010, business tax (taxe professionnelle) did not apply to
the rental of unfurnished properties.
As from the above date, business tax has been replaced by the territorial
economic contribution (“TEC”), which consists of two different taxes:
• The business tax contribution on property (“BCP” cotisation foncière des
entreprises) is due by the occupier of the property and is assessed only
on the notional rental value of the company’s immovable assets. Contrary
to the former business tax, it excludes equipment and movable assets. The
rates vary from one municipality to the other.
• The business contribution on added value (“BCAV” cotisation sur la valeur
ajoutée), which is due in practice if turnover exceeds €500k, is a progressive tax that can be as high as 1.5 % of the added value if the revenue of
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the French taxpayer exceeds €50m.
Specific rules apply to determine the rate of the BCAV where companies
belong to a group. The applicable rate is indeed determined by reference
to the sum of the turnover of the French companies that meet the 95%
ownership condition to be member of a tax consolidated group (even if
such tax consolidated group is not in place). Both taxes are levied on a
calendar year basis by local
authorities. The sum of these two contributions is capped to 3% of the
added value. The TEC is tax deductible.
The TEC is due by the person to whom the properties are made “available” for the purposes of their business. Therefore, in a scenario involving
rented premises, the BCP will be due by the lessee on the rental value of
said properties (the lessee has the use of the premises) and the BCAV will
be due by the lessor on its added value. The BCAV is also due by the lessee on the basis of the added value of its own business.
The 3% Tax
The 3 % tax (equal to 3 % of the FMV of real estate owned) is as a rule
due annually by entities – French or foreign - owning directly or indirectly
a real estate property in France where such property has a value that is
in excess of 50% of its overall assets and is not used for the purpose of a
business. However, numerous exemptions are available. This is in particular
the case where the entity (provided it is located in a qualifying jurisdiction) files a return or commits to file a return disclosing certain information
on the property and the owners of the entity or benefits from a specific
exemption from the tax owing to its status (qualifying pension funds or listed
entities, etc)..
Real estate property tax (taxe foncière)
Any real estate owner is in principle liable for a real estate property tax
(taxe foncière) on developed and undeveloped properties.
Real property tax on developed land is levied annually on developed
land situated in France, except where it is entitled to permanent exemption
(public estate or “propriétés publiques”, rural real property for farming, etc.)
or temporary exemption (intended to promote construction).
The amount of tax is obtained by multiplying the cadastral rental value of
each property by the tax rate voted by the relevant local authority for the
year concerned.
The tax is chargeable to the owner of the property on January 1 of each
year of taxation but this cost may be passed on to lessees depending on
contractual provisions in the rental agreement.
Tax on rental income
Exempt regulated investment vehicles: SIICs and OPCIs are exempt from
tax on rental income provided that they meet a distribution requirement.
The requirement is 85 % for OPCIs, 95 % for SIICs.
Non- regulated investment vehicles are either subject to corporate tax or if
they are look-through entities for tax purposes, the portion of their profits
that is allocable to a corporate tax entity partner – irrespective of whether
such a partner is resident or non resident – that is subject to corporate tax.
The Finance Bill for 2017 provides for a progressive reduction of the CIT
rate from 33,33% to 28% in 2020. The timing and scope of the reduction
have been modified by the Finance Bill for 2018, which now provides for
the following rules:
• For FYs opening on or after 1 January 2019: 28% up to €500,000 of
taxable income and 31% in excess of €500,000 (32.02% including the 3.3%
social contribution);
• For FYs opening on or after 1 January 2020: 28% (28.92% including the
3.3% social contribution);
• For FYs opening on or after 1 January 2021: 26,5% (27.37% including the
3.3% social contribution);
• For FYs opening on or after 1 January 2022: 25% (25.83% including the
3.3% social contribution).

EY SOCIÉTÉS D’AVOCATS

Deduction of interest
Pursuant to the Finance Bill for 2019, new interest deductibility rules
came into force as from January 1, 2019. The interest deductibility
rules are as follows:
• Valid business purpose (not modified by the new rules): Interest incurred in the corporate interest of the borrower is as a rule deductible.
• Arm’s length rate (not modified by new rules): The deductibility of
interest expenses paid to shareholders qualifying as related parties
is as a rule, limited to a mandatory interest rate (e.g., 1.51% for FY18).
• “Anti-hybrid” financing rules (not modified by new rules): Interest
paid by a French taxpayer should be taxable at a rate of at least 25
% of the French corporate tax in France or abroad (i.e., from 8,33 % to
9,5 % depending on the case at hand).
• New French interest deductibility: Net financial expenses (“NFE”) are
deductible only to the extent that they do not exceed the highest of
the following two thresholds: EUR 3m or 30% of tax EBITDA. This limit
may be:
o softened if the entity is not thin-capitalized (see below)
and the equity-to-assets ratio of the entity is higher or not more
than 2 basis points lower than this ratio computed at the level of
the consolidated group. In such a case, new rules allow for an extra
75 % deduction of the remaining portion of net financial expenses;
or
o tightened if the company is thin-capitalized (i.e., average amount of the funds left to or made available by directly or
indirectly related parties, exceeds 1.5 times the amount of its equity)
and the debt-to-equity ratio of the entity is at least 2 basis points
higher than this ratio computed at the level of the consolidated
group.
o In such a case, the thin-capitalized company must determine a “S ratio” and allocate NFE between two specific thresholds:
		
• the first one as follows: deduction of [NFE x S]
under the higher of [EUR 3m x S] or [30% x S] x Tax EBITDA;
		
• the second one as follows: deduction of [NFE
x (1-S)] under the higher of [EUR 1m x (1-S)] or [10% x Tax EBITDA x
(1-S)].
As a rule, non-deductible interest expenses and unused deductible
capacity in a given year may be carried forward indefinitely and for
the following five FYs, respectively. However, the carry forward or
the use of capacity may be restricted if the entity is thinly capitalized.
Please note that, the general financial expenses limitation rules
(“Rabot”) and the limitation based on the “thin cap test” have been
been repealed for fiscal years opened as from January 1, 2019.
Additional 3% CIT Contribution On Certain Distributions
The additional 3% CIT contribution on certain distributions was repealed for distributions paid as from January 1, 2018, pursuant to
the Finance Bill for 2018. For preceding years, refund claims can be
introduced, subject to conditions with respect to the applicable procedures, the period in respect of which a claim can be made, and to
the facts pattern of the case at hand.

1,2020, down to 25% by 2022, in line with the decrease of the
French CIT rate.
Since the entry into force of the second Amended Finance Bill
for 2012, the 30% WHT may be reduced to 15 % for distributions
paid by SPPICAVs (a category of OPCI, i.e., a non-listed REIT). In
most cases, treaty benefits will not be available to the SPPICAV.

III/ OWNERSHIP AND OPERATION OF FRENCH REAL ESTATE LOCAL TAXES
Capital gains on disposal
Exempt regulated investment vehicles (SIICs & OPCIs) benefit from an
exemption on gains recognised on the sale of the properties provided
that they meet a specific distribution requirement (70 % for SIICs, 50
% for OPCIs).
Real estate gains recognised by standard corporate vehicles are subject to corporate tax. If the vendor is a partnership, the portion of the
gain that is allocable to a corporate partner is subject to corporate
tax irrespective of whether the partner is resident or non-resident.
Until recently, it was usual practice for non-resident investors to own
French property companies through a Luxembourg holding company
(because the sale of the French property company by the Luxembourg company would not be taxable in France). This exemption is no
longer available since the effective application of the amendment to
the treaty that was signed on September 5 th, 2014, i.e., since January
1st, 2017.
Depending on the circumstances, efficient tax structures may still be
envisaged. However, as from the date of the effective application
(presumably January 1, 2020) of the new Luxembourg-France DTT
dated March 20, 2018, the classic LuxCo/SPPICAV structure will no
longer be efficient.
Capital gains on the sale of substantial (non-real estate) shareholdings (i.e., 25% ownership under French domestic law, which may
be changed depending on treaty provisions, where the DTT allows
France to apply such taxation) are subject to a levy at the standard
rate of CIT (see below).
However, the French tax administration allows, under certain conditions, a company to benefit from an exemption on such gains if its
effective place of management is located an EU state or in an EEA
state which has concluded with France a DTT including an administrative assistance clause to prevent tax fraud and avoidance. This
exemption is subject to an add-back of 12% of the gross capital
gains. Thus, the theoretical levy would be 4% for a sale in 2019 (this
rate should decrease in line with the decrease in the CIT rate).

CONTACTS

Withholding Taxes
In most cases, there is no WHT is levied on French source interest.
However, a 75% WHT applies if the interest is paid to a so-called
non-co operative country.
Distributions paid to non-residents are subject to a 30 % WHT
that is increased to 75 % where the beneficiary is located in a
non-co operative State or jurisdiction. The 30% WHT is either
reduced or eliminated by tax treaties or the EU directive. Please
note that this rate will progressively decrease as from January
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Vue depuis l'une des terrasses du "1 rue de Craiova" à Nanterre

Vue de la façade du "Carré de l'Arsenal" à Rueil-Malmaison

Vue depuis la rue du "3 rue Jacques Decour" à Suresnes

Vue depuis le hall de "Rue des Bons Raisins" à Rueil-Malmaison

Vue depuis le jardin paysager du "31 rue Fernand Forest" à Suresnes

Vue depuis la Place Carrée du "Quartier des Arts" à Puteaux
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Vue depuis l'une des terrasses du "72 Colonel Rochebrune" à Garches
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a driving force of the City of tomorrow
Vue aérienne du château de Versailles

The results are positive even
although there is still a
long way to go.
petus to the region of Paris in order to
maintain its dynamism.
Interview with Valérie Pécresse
President of the Île-de-France Regional
Council
Do you feel like the Greater Paris progresses fast enough and reassures international investors?
VALÉRIE PÉCRESSE: It is interesting
to recall that one of the main reason
allowing the creation of the Greater
Paris was to ensure that the city will
not turn into a museum-city which
economy would only rely on tourism.
It was also necessary to give a new im-

The Greater Paris is now ten years
old. One could regret the too restrictive vision of what is the Greater Paris
Metropolis - it is my personal opinion!
– as well as the delays for the implementation of the Grand Paris Express.
However, the image and reputation of
Paris has progressively changed in the
eyes of international investors who
now see it as a space of conquest and
new development opportunities.
The call for projects launched by the
State, Paris Region, Paris Metropolis and City of Paris have undoubtedly been vectors for innovation or, at

least, of new ideas in the real estate
sector wrongly defined as conservator
when it was only waiting for new initiatives. The results are positive even
although there is still a long way to
go. Mayors, real estate promoters and
social lessors are mostly happy about
these evolutions. The Paris region residents have a facilitated access to
housings thanks to the construction
efforts made these three last years
even if there is still a lot to be done.
Generally, the Paris region network
of enterprises and all the elected authorities can fairly consider that the
Greater Paris is well underway even if
its governance is still to adjust in order
to equally compete with the major European capital cities. However, one category of stakeholder should not loose
out in the upcoming urban evolution:
architects. It would be a total paradox.
Architects are often remembered for
their “grand gestures” namely, the
large and internationally renowned
projects, but planning is above all the
addition made of small projects. This
is what creates the effervescence.
We are no longer in the 70s when we
could imagine the creation of a new

© ToucanWings

In France, architecture is

city. We need to reinvent the city in
which we’re living and working everyday. To do so, we need the architect to
better connect with landscapers if we
want the Metropolis borders to extend
the Region’s border. It has to be easier
for the designers to meet the financers
and it is also necessary for the population to better understand the proposed urban evolutions.
This is why I wanted to launch the
first edition of the architecture and
landscape Biennial of the Paris region
to be held next May, 3 rd and July 1 th in
Versailles. This Biennial will be a prospective laboratory for urban territory
planners. They will find unique space
for reflection, know-how exchange
as well as sharing the good practices
around the contemporary challenges
of major worldwide metropolis regions. Open to all, this event tends to
make as many people as possible aware of architecture and landscape and
for them to experiment the city of tomorrow.
Would this creative and innovative
movement express it self more easily
if located in the heart of the Paris urban-centre?
V.P.: This is one of the errors in reasoning over the Greater Paris as we
mainly need to build complete districts. For too long, some have hoped
that by demolishing the suburban
housings and rebuilding collective
housings instead we would meet the
housings demand. It is a mistake. We
need to stop ‘over condensing’ our
cities. The city of tomorrow needs
green spaces, oxygen, less waterproof grounds as well as shops and
services spaces.
To do so, we need to build new districts and thus, to release available
properties. I want my action to be
in line with Paul Delouvrier’s action
and favour the rising of a region composed of several strong centralities.
It won’t be always possible to build in
the centre of the Metropolis, due to
the lack of space. That would actually be the opposite of what should be
done. We need economical clusters
and major research centres that articulate around housing areas that
should not be chosen as a constraint
driven by the commuting amount of
time and their more attractive cost as
they are situated further away from
public services and transportation
networks. If we want a balanced region we must have a very-long-term

My project for Paris
region (Île-de-France) is the
opposite of the daily
routine of commuting
and work.
vision otherwise we will transfer our
mistakes to the future generations.
For example, residential areas which
are the soul of a city and the dream
of Parisians, they should therefore
not be deprived from it. Not everyone will be able to live in residential
areas but their presence along with
gardens, squares, and a city-centre
where one feels in a town-centre
strengthen the attractiveness of the
city. My project for the Parisian region (Île-de-France) is the opposite
of the daily routine of commuting
and work. We need less commute and
a better quality of living with closer
services and shops. It is unfortunate
that residential areas usually sounds
like a bad word when it comes to
architecture and it is even more curious considering the pioneer creations like Mallet-Stevens.
How will this event be organised?
V.P.: The program designed with
François de Mazières, the Mayor of

Versailles and former President of
the City of Architecture and Heritage that I chose as General Commissioner, was born of a fertile dialogue
between architects, landscape architects and urban planners around
the theme “The man, the nature and
the city”. Exhibitions, debates and
events will take place in three exceptional locations in Versailles that
will be open to the general public for
the occasion: the small stable with
the National School of Architecture,
the King’s Garden with the National
School of Landscape and the Palace
of Versailles. These heritage sites,
places of creation, transmission and
research will host three major exhibitions, respectively entrusted to the
architect-urbanist Djamel Klouche,
the landscape architect Alexandre
Chemetoff and the Heritage Curator, Elisabeth Maisonnier. A series of
conferences on current architectural and urban challenges such as the
“Greater Paris” will invite younger
generations to take part in the democratic debate, alongside architecture
and landscape specialists, authors
and artists. Educational, festive and
immersive events will also take place
in the city. Wall photography exhibitions will present innovative projects
carried out in Île-de-France and in
several cities on all continents, under
the direction of the landscape architect, Nicolas Gilsoul.
I think we must now go beyond the
logic of competition projects to reach
the cross fertilization of know-how.
This is the ambition of this Biennale
in 2019.

THEY DESIGN GREATER PARIS

INTERVENANTS

SOU FUJIMOTO
BLENDING NATURE AND ARCHITECTURE

Sou Fujimoto was born in Hokkaido in 1971. Graduate from
the University of Tokyo, he founded « Sou Fujimoto Architects » in 2000. In 2012, he took part to the exhibition « Japan
Pavilion » for « La Biennale di Venezia » and was awarded
the « Golden Lion for Best Participation ». In 2013, he became the youngest architect to design a pavilion for the Serpentine Galleries in London.
Following his success in the international competition for
the « BEM » building of École Polytechnique in Paris-Saclay
in 2015, he received « The Wall Street Journal Architecture
Innovator Award ». « Mille Arbres » won the first prize in the
call for projets « Réinventer Paris » in 2016. To support the
development of his projects in Europe, he created his first
international atelier in Paris from Autumn 2016.
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SOU FUJIMOTO

Greater Paris is an unprecedented project expected to deliver a metropolitan
scheme of international ranking that connects a few clusters of excellence within
Paris region. Compared to other Global
cities, what makes taking part to the design
of Paris metropolitan area unique?
The two international contests “Reinventer
Paris” and “Inventons la métropole du grand
Paris” bring innovations in terms of housing and
meet the challenges of density, diversity and
also the energetic transition. There are quite
unique opportunities for architects, real estate
developer and investors to collaborate together to make a unique vision for a global city
as Paris emerge. Winning two projects in those
competitions for their first edition were extraordinary opportunities to work on complex and
mixed-use program as “Mille Arbres”, porte
Maillot, and “Le village vertical” in Rosny-sousbois. These different sites of metropolitan importance offer unique opportunities to continue
the transformation of the city and to rethink the
way of living in city in relation with nature. +
2 years ago, you have established an atelier in France’s capital region. What are
the driving forces for a world-renowned
architect like you to choose Greater Paris
for your creations?
After winning those several competitions in
Greater Paris, and L’arbre blanc’s project in
Montpellier, we opened an office in Paris in
order to have a full control of the projects
during design development as well as during the construction. Having an office here is
also the occasion to immerse ourselves in the
french and more largely european context, a
way to be better aware about the context, issues and current problematics. Meeting with
young parisian architects to collaborate with
as Manal Rachdi, Nicolas Laisné or Dimitri
Roussel was also an extraordinary opportunity to create fruitful exchanges. Paris is also
an hub for the development of our office in
Europe. Since then, we have been working on
project in Switzerland, in the Netherlands and
in Belgium.
How do you deal in your projects with different historical contexts within metropolises? In this regard, what is your specific
approach to Greater Paris region’s cultural landscape and heritage? How do you
build upon forms of the past to shape the
future of Greater Paris?
We think that the great heritage of Paris is a
chance to look differently at the development
of cities for the 21st century. the challenge is
to be respectful and comprehensive while

We think that the great heritage
of Paris is a chance to look differently
at the development of cities for
the 21st century.

looking to the future. It is also to build in harmony and in the continuity of the existing while
integrating and anticipating our behaviors
changes according to new technologies. For
example, “Mille Arbres” projects give a new
lecture of Haussmannian model. “Mille Arbres”
is to me like a dream, a floating village in the
middle of forest, in Paris. It is a new way to discover the city. At street level, we also have a
forest in a public park where one can feel calm
in a fresh atmosphere. Moreover Mille Arbres,
with its village and inhabited forest, proposes
a new green skyline for Paris.
In practical terms, what is the guiding principle for your work to serve inhabitants
and improve their urban daily lives? How
do you address basic functions such as
feeding, moving, working and living in a
Global City?

side, no corridor, the classrooms are bordered
by mezzanines overlooking a wide atrium. Inhabited by the light vegetation and a series
of walkways and staircases creating numerous
informal spaces for teachers, students and visitors allowing new places to meet or work.
By blending nature and architecture, you
have developed a model of your own. How
do you integrate local environment in your
creations? How do your projects prepare
and drive Greater Paris to face 21st century issues, embrace sustainability and the
city of the future?
As a starting point, we follow three guidelines
: be questioning, be honest and be optimistic.
The role of the architect is before all to be an
observer and a listener to be able to embrace
the situation in order to respond to current
problematics while keeping a flexibility in order to face future needs and evolutions. The
morphology of the buildings makes it possible
to offer optimal climatic conditions for each
use. They are the subject of simulations and a
very detailed consideration of the elements of
the context. Moreover, thanks to its possible
mutability, the project will be able to adapt to
programmatic evolutions and to the evolution
of uses and needs over time. We always think
about how the building can evolve and adapt
to new uses.

Each project is the opportunity to bring up
the question to which
the design answer will
be each time very specific because ultimately
depending on the program, the urban context, the climate and of
course the wishes of the
users.
The idea is to go beyond the primarily use
and to challenge the
link between the project and its environment.
This would bring us to
frequently question the
notion of limits and the
relationship
between
nature and architecture.
For example, the new
Learning Center for the
Ecole
Polytechnique,
opening up to the linear
park in front, is invaded
by nature, as if the park
was coming inside the
Learning Center, or the
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Kjetil Thorsen travaille actuellement sur la rénovation du théâtre de Nanterre-Amandiers.

KJETIL THORSEN
“OUR ACTION MUST CONTRIBUTE TO
CONSOLIDATE DIVERSITY”
Born in 1958 in Norway, Kjetil years completed his art Olevel in Sunningdale, England. He moved to Graz in Austria
to study architecture, and completed his Dipl.Ing of Architecture in 1985. The same year he moved to Oslo and started
his ﬁrst private architecture practice. In 1987 he co-founded Snøhetta Architecture and Landscape, a collaboration
of architects and landscape architects. He also co-founded
Norway’s ﬁrst architectural gallery, Galleri ROM.
From 2004 to 2008, he worked as a professor at the University of Innsbruck, where he led the Institute for Experimental Studies in architecture in close collaboration with Patrik
Schumacher of Zaha Hadid Architects.
In 2011, Kjetil was awarded with the “RIBA International
Fellowship Honour” award.
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KJTETIL THORSEN

Greater Paris is an unprecedented project expected to deliver a metropolitan
scheme of international ranking that
connects a few clusters of excellence
within Paris region. Compared to other
Global cities, what makes taking part to
the design of Paris metropolitan area
unique?
The main difference with other major cities is
that Greater Paris has this awareness of the
need for a structuring global pattern on an
important scale and with as much ambition.
The on-going projects - whether it is transportation with the new metro or new mobilities, urban projects such as the Enlightenment
Pleyel in Saint Denis that we coordinate or
arrangements to connect the city to nature
and landscape - participate in a whole
that takes its coherence on a global scale.
Greater Paris is really the only place in the
world where we understand and work on
projects not for them to fit an immediate environment but mostly participate to this macroperspective.

We work on the environmental
quality of each project and aim,
whenever possible, to increase its
virtuous character.

Last year you have established a studio
for Snøhetta in France’s capital region.
What are the driving forces for global
architects to choose Greater Paris for
creation?

How do you deal in your projects with different historical contexts within metropolises? In this regard, what is your specific
approach to Greater Paris region’s cultural landscape and heritage? How do
you build upon forms of the past to shape
the future of Greater Paris?
Paris is the only true city I know in the world.
Manhattan is somehow too, but it is too
organized. London is a constellation of villages. On the contrary, Paris has this urban
composition that is both the result of history
but which is also coming with the Greater
Paris scheme. It is always a challenge to fit
into these two spatial and temporal scales.
How to design projects, buildings, public
spaces, parks that fit naturally in the coming time while participating as a palimpsest
to the richness of the place? There is no
miracle solution and every time our ambition is to develop a great idea that can
become reality for a particular place.
In practical terms, what is the guiding
principle for your work to serve inhabitants and improve their urban daily lives?
How do you address basic functions such
as feeding, moving, working and living in
a Global City?
Greater Paris asks this fascinating and eminently complex question of what it means to
live in a city today and how to make sure
that it is not lived only as a constraint for
its inhabitants. The size of the Greater Paris
allows this diversity of polarities even if its
heart constitutes a very powerful magnet.
In most of these places, there is this diversity
that constitutes the city and our action must

contribute to consolidate it. For example, we
are currently working on the renovation of
the Nanterre Amandiers theatre. It’s a place
that is at the forefront of theatrical creation
for 50 years. This does not prevent one of our
main ambitions in this project being to open
the theatre to its environment for the inhabitants to benefit more widely. It is this type of
approach that contributes to the feeling of
belonging and pride.
How do you integrate nature and local
environment in your creations? How do
your projects prepare and drive Greater
Paris to face 21st century issues, embrace
sustainability and the city of the future?
Of course we work on the environmental
quality of each project and aim, whenever
possible, to increase its virtuous character.
We are working hard on the overall reduction of the carbon footprint of our projects.
We have achievements especially in Norway
that set new standards and that we would
be happy to develop in a country like France
which is eminently sensitive to the subject.
This remains a challenge because nearly 40%
of greenhouse gas emissions still come from
construction. This must be part of a process.
However, even more than the technique, we
are convinced that it is the social responsibility at work that makes this transition possible.
On the landscape perspective, Greater
Paris has exceptional elements with, in the
first place, the Seine and its tributaries that
cross the region. It is disturbing to still see the
little use of the river, even if the authorities
are aware and have begun to act. There is
an incredible potential for reconquest for the
benefit of the greatest number.

France is a unique country with such a connection to culture. Culture is in everyday
life, from Monday to Sunday, in many aspects of life; while in most other places in
the world, culture is practiced from Friday
to Sunday. Here, and in Paris of course, it is
everywhere at any time. It is an extremely
stimulating circumstance for us to be able to
work in such an environment!
In France, you also have, and this is a unique
chance for us architects, this expectation
of aesthetics while having the need to be
surprised. In many countries, both in North
America and the Nordic countries, efficiency often takes precedence over design,
which can lead to designing buildings that
become commodities. Here it is not enough,
you expect more and that’s what we like.
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JACQUES FERRIER
A HUMANISTIC AND SENSITIVE APPROCHE
Following his architectural training at the École nationale
Supérieure d’Architecture de Paris-Belleville and the École
Centrale de Paris, he created his own architecture firm in
Paris in 1993.
His portfolio of work includes cultural and leisure facilities
(France Pavilion for Expo 2010 Shanghai and water park
Aqualagon in Villages Nature Paris), showcase buildings
(head office of Champagnes Piper & Charles Heidsieck in
Reims, head office of publishers Hachette Livre in Vanves
near Paris, Airbus Delivery Centre in Toulouse), public
buildings (Collège de France in Paris, headquarters of Métropole Rouen Normandie, the French International School
of Beijing).
His projects follow a clear philosophy: creating architecture and cities for a creative and sustainable society.n 2010,
Jacques Ferrier and Pauline Marchetti, together with philosopher Philippe Simay, created Sensual City Studio, a research laboratory devoted to a forward-looking, humanistic
and sensitive approach to the city and architecture.
40
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JACQUES FERRIER

THE SENSUAL CITY
With its richness and complexity, the Parisian metropolis is the opportunity for us to
explore a conceptual approach focused on
the place of the human being in the city
of tomorrow. Transformations of the inhabiting, working, moving and consuming ways
are the starting points of our approach. It
allows us to replace the long time prevailing geometrical urbanism by an ambiance,
physical and contextual urbanism combining
architecture and landscape to create what
I define as the sensual city.
The Sensual City is a project that addresses the urgent question of what urbanism
must be today. The urban culture in which
people settled in during the 20 th century is
taking a new dimension. More than half of
the global population is currently living in
cities, and this number is constantly increasing. Consequently, it creates operational
problems at an unprecedented scale,
threatening our planet’s resources and the
collective urban living.

used to be traffic there will be openings, a
welcomed breath very close to one of the
busiest European station.

The Sensual City is a project
that addresses the urgent
question of what urbanism
must be today.

sensations-based architecture. In this very
central district of high-density, Saint-Lazare
provides for an open pit pathway creating
an urban promenade away from the traffic between Amsterdam street, Budapest
square and London street. Where there

Our architectural and design counselling mission for the implementation of the
Grand Paris Express leads us to create real
living-space stations. For the new projects
to come they will represent fundamental keys, urban catalysts and centralities
around which housings, shops and offices
will blossom.
Our approach of the Sensual City is promoting a project where technic is not the
ultimate purpose and fades for the benefit
of a complete sensorial method. It is a city
that not only performs in term of sustainable development but which is also a place
where living happily together reconciles
with the history of the city as a founding
framework.

In the 21st century, hundred of millions of inhabitants will be living the urban world. In
Europe, we need to go over the historical
city model with a new approach of its outskirts that should be considered as a real
urban contemporary landscape. France’s
cities have to be part of this reconsideration.
Since few years, we participate to this action. Every new project is a new opportunity to be innovative and exemplary.
REINVENTING PARIS
Ternes project, winner of the Reinventing
Paris call for projects, transforms the strategic site of the Parisian ring road. There,
we create a mixed landscape composed
of openings and continuities by creating
a garden network connecting the cities of
Paris and Neuilly, from the Boulogne woods
to Porte de Champerret.
Porte des Ternes is a contextual and original
project which re-engages with the Parisian
scale. Designed as a generous project, it is
built on the inhabitants’ experience. The ring
road becomes a ‘landscape-space of the
Greater Paris’, prototype space of a new
metropolitan landscape of Paris.
SAINT-LAZARE AND THE STATIONS OF
THE GRAND PARIS EXPRESS
We are creating in the heart of Paris a
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DOMINIQUE PERRAULT
THE OLYMPIC AND PARALYMPIC
VILLAGE - PARIS 2024

The countdown timer is on!
The district that will host the Olympic and Paralympic Village in 2024 summer will be delivered in September 2023.
Some 2400 housings and 119 000 m² of activities will emerge
and form in Seine-Saint-Denis a new piece of city ready to
welcome its new inhabitants by 2025.

« The Village is primarily thought of as a metropolitan area, anchored on its territory and
geography... »
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DOMINIQUE PERRAULT

P

aris will host the olympic Games exactly
one hundred years after their previous
edition in the French capital, in 1924. The
urban project management team, of which I
am an architect-urban planner, started its
studies in autumn 2018. We therefore had the
chance to continue the reflections already begun in 2016 during the Paris bid. It helped to
define the ambitions of the project and their
translation into concrete actions for the development of a plan-guide of development,
handed in December 2018 to the Solidéo.
The design process is new. The Village is primarily thought of as a metropolitan area, anchored on its territory and geography, which
will host the Olympic family, and not as an
Olympic village that will be transformed into
a neighbourhood. We therefore adopt a
long-term approach, the Olympic use being
considered as an intermediate step, as striking as punctual.
The project is not structured ex nihilo, on
spaces released or conquered for this purpose. On the contrary, it is part of a history
and processes of urban change already
committed. Its conception and its implementation imply to “do with” what exists, and to
go beyond, by developing urban and landscape continuities and interactions with its
immediate environment and the whole of the
metropolis, to the horizon 2025 and longer
term 2050. By exploring its geographical,
cultural or historical assets, we hope that the
Village can become an example of a city that
transforms itself into a metropolis, a city that
feeds on its heritage and explores its assets,
geographical, social, cultural or historical, to
naturally integrate Greater Paris.
The chosen site has many assets. Close to two
major Games facilities, the Stade de France
and the future Olympic Aquatic Centre, it
will enjoy direct access to the A86 motorway
and the new Saint-Denis Pleyel station of the
Grand Paris Express, which will provide few
minutes the centre of Paris. It also benefits
from an industrial heritage of exceptional
quality, 90,000m² of which still need to be
rehabilitated.

ed towards the river, with planted meadows
oriented perpendicular to it. We also focused
on the topography of the site to reveal its
qualities, exploiting the differences in levels
by creating large paths and terraces that
encourage a descent to the banks and offer
new perspectives. The Village will also benefit
from its architectural legacy marked by large
industrial “cathedrals” located perpendicular
to the river. The logic inherited from the history of the site will offer a strong and coherent urban response through the composition

The legacy of the Olympic Village is not an end but rather the
starting point and the primary
goal of its design.

of simple and readable volumes. Echoing
the great architectural objects existing, six
urban rooms called “islet-boats”, composed
of buildings in plot, are proposed. Compromised between the compactness required by
the demands of sustainability and the need
to offer homes a lot of sunshine and multiple
views, the morphology in “plot” adapts to a

wide variety of programs (housing, offices,
student residence, shops, etc.). They compose
sets open on the public space and on the
heart of vegetated islets offering framings
on the large landscape. Moreover, their
altimetry, from level 3 to 4, establishes a
continuity with the existing context. The care
given to the structure and quality of public spaces, which will form 49% of the total
area of the ZAC, will also strengthen urban
continuity. The urban fabric includes two
large perpendiculars to the Seine, major
links between Pleyel - Grand Paris Express
station and the river, and two large parallels that will sometimes form the entrance to
the neighbourhood sometimes a connection
with the old Saint-Ouen.
The legacy of the Olympic Village is not an
end but rather the starting point and the primary goal of its design. We want to give it a
strong environmental dimension and develop
an exemplary neighbourhood for Greater
Paris, which places the emphasis on high
standards of sustainability, develops generous
public spaces, promotes soft modes of transport and encourages a strengthening of biodiversity. In addition, we hope that it will be
able to anticipate the new urban paradigms
of 2030 and propose the development of
travel patterns for all types of users with an
evolutionary vision by 2050. The Village will
offer athletes’ delegations an experience of
the Grand Paris and its territory. But even
more, it encourages us to innovate in many
areas, that of programming, sustainability and
reversibility, to encourage the development
of a local urban life connected to the large
scale of the metropolis.

The revalorization of the relationship with the
Seine represents the second strong axis of
our approach. Strengthening the links between the city and the river is one of the
ambitions of the Games. The Seine will also
be the structuring element of Greater Paris
capable of connecting the territories. Our
project seeks to find this link to the river and
comes to dilate the banks, with the will to
stretch the landscape towards the interior of
the site and to reinforce ecological continuities. The urban and landscape plot is orient-
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THEY CHOSE TO INVEST IN GREATER PARIS

Joao Nagy, director of Roissy
eurocentre, company developing
ITC

INTERNATIONAL TRADE CENTER
PARIS
A UNIQUE COMPLEX IN EUROPE

T

he unique concept of this first integrated business and multifunctional
congress complex in Europe is perfectly in line with the development dynamics
of Greater Paris and complementary to the
range of existing and future territorial infrastructures within Greater Roissy area.

village of Roissy-en-France, complemented
by sports facilities (existing sports complex
and 18-hole golf park by 2020), an important historical heritage and all components to
form a real “Aerotropolis” (http://aerotropolis.
com) and the fundamental reputation which
Paris enjoys as the world’s leading business

Our requirements, to aim for being:
- the most central and accessible B2B event
center in Europe
- the only event site able to guarantee organizers a stable price policy for nearly
2,000 hotel rooms
- exceptional “Bleisure” brand destination in
the Ile-de-France region
are fulfilled by:
- its location adjacent to the most central air
hub in Continental Europe, Paris Charles de
Gaulle Airport
- an existing hotel park of more than 5,000
rooms within immediate vicinity
- a true place of life with French charm, the
44
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and tourist destination.
The support measures we received from local and regional institutional levels as well as
French government officials have comforted
us perfectly in our choice of location and we
are proud to be an actor within the Greater
Paris initiative.

AUX VILLES
OUI
QUI FONT GRANDIR LEURS
HABITANTS !
o-mathurins-bagneux.com

Fermé pendant 60 ans, un site exceptionnel de 16 hectares s’ouvre enfin aux habitants de Bagneux
pour devenir un quartier durable, ouvert sur la ville.
Le projet, conduit par l’agence d’urbanisme Reichen & Robert & Associés, est développé dans le cadre
d’un partenariat innovant entre la Ville de Bagneux, BNP Paribas Immobilier Résidentiel et Linkcity.
O’Mathurins bénéfice d’une situation en belvédère avec des vues panoramiques inédites sur
l’horizon. Celui-ci contribuera à un développement urbain mixte et alliera, de manière équilibrée,
activités économiques, logements, équipements publics et espaces verts.

O’Mathurins c’est :
2 800 logements

Un campus tertiaire

Un parc de 2,5 ha

4 000 emplois

Des équipements dont un lycée

12 000m2 de nouveaux commerces et commerces alternatifs
Unique par sa taille et par ses ambitions environnementales et de mixité,

O’MATHURINS VERRA GRANDIR LES HABITANTS DE BAGNEUX.

BNP Paribas Immobilier Résidentiel – SAS au capital de 8 354 720 euros - RCS 441 052 735 Nanterre – Siège social : 167, Quai de La Bataille
de Stalingrad 92867 Issy-les-Moulineaux Cedex – Titulaire de la carte professionnelle France n° CPI 9201 2016 000 014 058, délivrée
par la Chambre de commerce et d’industrie (CCI) de Paris Ile-de-France - Identifiant CE TVA FR 35 441 052 735. Sans détention de
fonds. Illustration non contractuelle due à la libre interprétation de l’artiste – Architecte : REICHEN & ROBERT & ASSOCIES Architectes
Urbanistes - Perspectiviste : Kaupunki. Document non contractuel – Février 2019 –

© droits réservés
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ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE :
Benjamin Revcolevschi
Directeur Général de Fujitsu

FUJITSU EXCELLENCE CENTRE PRESENT FOR OVER A
YEAR IN SACLAY

On March 8 2017, Fujitsu announced a 50 million Euros investment to support digital innovation in France through
a strengthened collaboration with the French government and Business France to combine their local expertise
and the Japanese know-how.

T

his investment is based on three
major pillars: the opening of an Excellence Centre (CoE) dedicated to
Artificial Intelligence at the service of the
enterprises of the Ecole Polytechnique’s
incubator (Drahi X-Novation centre), joint
research programs on artificial intelligence
with institutions, and finally cooperation with
start-ups.
Operational for few years in Saclay, the
CoE already engaged in several project
with a special focus on video recognition
dedicated to retail and industry, among
which a dozen are led in partnership with
start-ups. Fujitsu teams provide for a reinforced work on Deep Learning and Natural
Language Processing, applying to Health,
Retail as well as Industry. For example, they
provide for key works regarding items recognition and consequently, fraud detection.
This technology comes from advanced image recognition already applicable to numerous sectors.
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In March 2018, Fujitsu also announced the
European extension of its CoE in order to
accelerate the development of artificial intelligence based technologies and to propose its large service range to its European
clients.
Why France and Saclay?
For the Japanese directors of Fujitsu, France
offers a large enterprises network and
strong academic skills in math (Ecole Polytechnique, INRA, ENS, etc.). It is from there
collaboration that this project was born. For
a year, Fujitsu worked together with the
French innovative ecosystem to design and
implement new solutions in Europe based
on a human-centred AI. It is especially what
drives the long-term research and ‘cocreating’ partnership with INRIA, a national
research institute dedicated to digital technologies.
The ambition of Fujitsu is to help developing a French start-up network with

‘co-creating’ projects in basic research
as well as real business projects thereby
favouring worldwide Franco-Japanese innovation.
Benjamin Revcolevschi, Chief Executive Officer of Fujitsu France explains: “The Saclay
Plateau is the real centre for AI ecosystem
and data-sciences. Thanks to its implementation, France now benefit from a major
research and development ecosystem and
has all the entrepreneurial, institutional and
academic resources needed to co-create initiatives and projects that will lead our technological future.”
The collaboration between a strong academic network (with major institutions like
INRIA, Ecole Normale Supérieure, Polytechnique and many others) and renowned excellence skills in math (with, among others,
15 Fields winners placing France in second
position behind the United States) are undoubtedly major driving forces of this technological boom.
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AP

View of the new mixed-use project U-CARE in Paris 13

THE N°1
REAL ESTATE DEVELOPER
IN FRANCE

Altarea Cogedim, the N°1 real estate developer in France, combines its full range of know-how and services to design and
build major mixed-use urban projects. These large-scale operations are spaces for life encompassing retail, housing and
corporate real estate.
They all harbour the ambition of responding to modern usages and renewed expectations from local communities and their
inhabitants. Altarea Cogedim, the N°1 developer of large mixed-use urban projects, the N°1 developer for retail and one of the
top 2 developers for housing in France, works with partners to design the cities of the future and the life that goes with them.
www.altareacogedim.com

Issy Coeur de Ville (92)

AP_UCARE 230-300 UK.indd 1

Bezons Coeur de Ville (95)

Campagne Première (Paris 14)

Richelieu (Paris 2)

@altareacogedim

Bobigny Coeur de Ville (93)

25/02/2019 16:38

THEY CHOSE TO INVEST IN GREATER PARIS

La tour Alto et ses 37 étages à la Défense seront livrés au premier semestre 2020.

Beverley Shadbolt,
Head of France
LaSalle Investment.

TOUR ALTO
A STRONG ARCHITECTURAL STATEMENT

B

y 2030, big cities will be home to
60% of the population, with all the
challenges that entails Cities may be
perceived as cosmopolitan, rich and full of life
by some, but as polluted, oppressive and impersonal by others. To ensure their future, they must
be rethought as unified, sustainable systems. If
Grand Paris (Greater Paris) boldly plays the
card of territorial redistribution, intermodal
transport, social diversity and mixed-use development as contemplated in its roadmap, this
project, which is unlike any other in Europe, will
become a catalyst for sustainable urban innovation and serve as an example to other major
global cities.
For any major real estate player, Grand
Paris is also an exceptional lever for value
creation that will make the city more attractive
LaSalle Investment Management is present in a
wide range of real estate capital markets and
currently manages nearly $70 billion in assets.
Paris has been one of our priority targets since
we set up shop in France 25 years ago, alongside other global cities such as New York, Tokyo
or Singapore. Today, 90% of our French portfolio is concentrated in the Paris region, where
we have gone on the offensive, investing more
than €1.2 billion over the last three years. The
Grand Paris Express project is an integral part
of this strategy. In fact, we have invested in several development and restructuring projects,
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just like Iko in Clichy which will benefit very soon
from the extension of Line 14 or Magnetik which
stands to gain when Line 15 South arrives in the
future.
We will continue to focus on Grand Paris in the
coming years because this project perfectly
meets the four criteria that structure our global
strategy: we seek to invest in areas with a high
demographic, technological and urban development potential that are committed to the
green transition.
La Défense occupies a special place within
Grand Paris
The leading European business district has
been perfectly integrated into the Grand Paris
Express route and the La Défense station should
be one of its busiest stations with 250,000 passengers expected per day. As a new centre of
gravity for a rebalanced transport network,
just thirty minutes from Paris’ two airports, this
extraordinary neighbourhood that cultivates its
local roots and its increasingly urban feel – and
attracts a growing number of residents – was a
logical choice for us.
With Tour Alto, we want to make a strong
architectural statement that plays off its
buoyant environment, an environment that
is capable of giving the new building its raison d’être and a high profile. La Défense
was therefore the ideal home for this unique
tower – a living place where everything is
possible.
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Slated for delivery in the first half of
2020, Tour Alto will fit naturally in this district, and thus embody business change:
smarter and more aware and interconnected than ever. It will include 51,000 m² on
37 floors, stand 150 meters high, and will
offer 4,600 occupants a variety of services
on the high floors (including an auditorium
on R + 5, perhaps a restaurant and wellness
centre on R + 23 and a skylounge on R + 37),
a large forecourt and two green terraces on
the top floors.
At LaSalle, we want to offer our occupants
living and working spaces that are sustainable, visually attractive, innovative, open
and, above all, authentically human. With its
organic shapes that set it apart from similar
buildings and its thousands of scales on the
front that play with light, Tour Alto evokes
emotions. Fluidity is uninterrupted inside and
outside the tower, thus promoting circulation
and collective emulation – not unlike Grand
Paris.
We have also paid special attention to the
environmental performance of our buildings,
the quality of their building materials and
smart systems that optimise energy performance. Tour Alto’s bioclimatic double-skin
façade will allow for exceptional environmental performance and has earned the
building the most demanding environmental
certifications, including HQE Exceptionnel
and BREEAM Outstanding.

DANS UN MONDE QUI CHANGE,

RÉALISEZ VOS ENVIES DE PROPRIÉTÉ,
À NOISY-LE-GRAND

HABITER OU INVESTIR

0810
508
508
logement.bnpparibas.fr

Découvrez nos nouvelles résidences en Seine-Saint-Denis.
(service 0,06 €/min + Prix d’appel local)

L’immobilier
d’un monde
qui change
Programme Noisy-le-Grand - Arpège - Architectes : Atelier Zundel Cristea et Ameller Dubois – Illustrateurs : Platform et Bumpking - Illustration non contractuelle due à la libre interprétation de l’artiste. Balcons et terrasses vendus non-meublés. Programme réalisé et commercialisé par BNP Paribas Immobilier Résidentiel – SAS au capital de
8354720€ – RCS 441052735 Nanterre - Société du Groupe BNP Paribas (art. 4.1 loi n°70-9 du 02/01/1970) - Siège social : 167, Quai de La Bataille de Stalingrad 92867 Issy-les-Moulineaux Cedex – Titulaire de la carte professionnelle France n° CPI 9201 2016 000 014 058, délivrée par la Chambre de commerce et d’industrie
(CCI) de Paris Ile-de-France - Identiﬁant CE TVA FR 61 429 16 7075 - Sans détention de fonds. Vente en état futur d’achèvement. Faculté de rétractation de 10 jours qui court à compter du lendemain de la présentation de la lettre notiﬁant le contrat de réservation aux réservataires (L. 271-1 du Code de la Construction et
de l’Habitation). Février 2019
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X-FAB
Dirk Drescher

CEO of X-FAB France

D

MAKES FRANCE THE ENGINE OF ITS
GROWTH WITHIN 3 YEARS

rawing on more than 25 years of
experience in silicon technologies,
today X-FAB Group is the expert
foundry service supplier for analog/mixed signal semiconductor applications.
In a constant endeavor to create long-term
customer relationships based on stability, reliability and confidence in X-FAB’s expertise, we
add value to the wafer manufacturing process
by offering our customers outstanding technical
support, fast, easy, and flexible foundry access, and stable and proven quality during the
entire product development cycle.
We have manufacturing sites on three continents and sales representatives in major countries in Europe, Asia and in the USA to ensure
that we stay in close contact with our customers; X-FAB is all around the world.
The X-FAB Group has 6 wafer fab facilities
located in France (Corbeil-Essonnes), Germany (Erfurt, Dresden and Itzehoe), Malaysia
(Kuching) and USA (Lubbock, TX) and about
4,000 employees worldwide. As a specialized foundry for analog/mixed-signal applications, X-FAB offers a broad technology portfolio with process geometries ranging from 1.0
μm to 0.13 μm. X-FAB is serving approximately
360 customers worldwide and manufactures
wafers for automotive, industrial, medical and
communication markets.
At X-FAB we think automotive: indeed as of
today every new car worldwide has, on average, fourteen chips inside made by X-FAB. Our
technologies are exploited successfully across
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major systems in a car such as tire pressure
monitoring, battery or engine management,
interior lighting, parking assistance and more!
Automotive market worldwide has many key
drivers for growth and we foresee an ever
increasing demand for electronic content in
all vehicles. As an example, we can highlight
electric cars development (battery management), improvement for safety (with collision
prevention, distance or lane change control),
environmental protection (fuel efficiency, polluting less), connected cars (Vehicle to Vehicle
communication systems so called “V2V”)…
X-FAB France in Corbeil-Essonnes is a 32 hectares site in the Grand Paris South area. The
site started its history in the early 1940s as a
mechanics then electro-mechanics company
that kept expanding over the years and entered in the world of semiconductors in 1964.
With a fab occupying more than 13,700m²,
the plant still has 9,000m² ready-to-use available cleanroom space for potential expansion
and development.
Being embedded in the Grand Paris South
high tech ecosystem enables exchanges and
collaboration with innovative structures such
as great schools, universities and some startup hubs. This location is a real asset for X-FAB
France as we are deeply focused on Research
& Development, investing in new technologies
and preparing the future. We aim at being a
technology partner not only for our customers
but also for our suppliers, our sub-contractors...
Innovation (one of our Corporate values) can
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be made anywhere in our company (closed
innovation) or even between partners of a
wider scope (open innovation) as long as our
customer benefits from it at the end. Our innovation team is focused on building networks
and ecosystems thanks to strategic partnership with institutes, schools, industrials and a
large number of these key partners are part
of Grand Paris South.
Our goals are to strengthen our number one
position as Automotive pure-play foundry, to
stay committed to the Industrial market and
to make Medical the next Automotive. X-FAB
is also involved at the forefront of innovation
with many products in the Medical market and
we are convinced that tomorrow, we will be
equally successful in this market as we are in
Automotive and Industrial today. Our customers are already using our chips for DNA sequencing, X-RAY detectors, cardiac pacemakers, blood pressure monitors and many other
applications and we know that portability and
personal health diagnosis are key drivers for
future products. From that perspective, being
the neighbors of a French biocluster dedicated to genomics and genetics research, and to
biotechnologies in Grand Paris South is also a
great opportunity for X-FAB France.
X-FAB is always looking for innovative solutions and the Grand Paris South can support
this ambition by continuously expanding and
supporting sectors of excellence as well as the
local leading higher education engineering
and business schools.
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KEY PROJECTS TO INVEST IN

PA R IS
Paris has embarked into a major dynamic urban transformation
over 10% of its territory, almost 1 000 hectares.

MAINE
MONTPARNASSE

MILLE ARBRES

PARIS
RIVE GAUCHE

REINVENTING PARIS, FIRST EDITION
Reinventing Paris 1, launched in November 2014 among worldwide promoters, investors and designers is the start of the Parisian innovative
call for urban projects. Since the international jury selected the projects and the 22 winners at the beginning of 2016, 11 property sales
have been concluded and 13 construction permits have been issued. Works started on 8 sites and the first deliveries are expected in 2019.
New spaces are flourishing in Paris: housings, offices, hostels, movie theatres, hotels, co-working and creation spaces, urban agriculture…

70

ongoing planning
operations
54

397 000 m 2

office space ready to use

22

sites for Réinventer
Paris 1 (half are already
under construction)
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January 15, 2019
Announcement of competition
winning projects

217
proposals on
31 sites for
Réinventer Paris 2

© istock

P

aris has embarked into a major dynamic urban transformation over
10% of its territory namely, almost 1,000 hectares.
Over 70 planning operations are on going and contribute to the
evolution of the capital’s face with contemporary architectures revealing
the richness and creative diversity of the beginning of this 21st century.
These operations also contribute to reveal the heritage of Paris.
These projects bring forward a sustainable development approach
which participates to rebalance East and West Paris. They enable to
meet the needs of the sectors’ residents and to welcome new ones. Activities premises and different types of equipment are being set up on
the territory. Interconnections are created beyond the ring road with the
adjacent communities, therefore strengthening the metropolis dynamic.

The “Reinventing Paris” method became global with the call for project
launched on the 15th of November 2017, gathering nineteen C4 0 metropolises from twelve different countries: Paris, Auckland, Cape Town,
Chicago, Dubaï, Houston, Lima, Madrid, Mexico, Milan, Montréal, Oslo,
Portland, Quito, Reykjavik, Rio, Salvador de Bahia, Sans Francisco and
Vancouver. The goal of “Reinventing Cities” is to stimulate the development of low carbon projects around the world and to implement new
solutions to transform underused sites into exemplary urban project regarding sustainable development and resiliency. In that perspective, the
City has decided to focus on crossings and encouraged the teams to
work on an urban recapture of both sides of the ring road (60,000m2 to
build suggested in Porte de Montreuil, 20th district).

REINVENTING PARIS: THE BASEMENTS OF PARIS (SECOND EDITION)
Building on the success of the innovative call for urban projects Reinventing Paris 1, the City of Paris launched its second edition in May
2017 with its partners: RATP, SNCF, Gares & Connections, Renault, RIVP, EFIDIS and Paris Habitat. With the Underlying Paris call for projects,
unknown, unusual and remarkable spaces are left at the entire disposal of the teams’ creativity: parking, tunnels or abandoned metro stations. 235 teams participated and 91 where pre-selected to present a final offer. The City of Paris and its jury partners selected 20 wining
projects disclosed on the 15th of January 2019. These projects where created by multidisciplinary teams combining architects, planers,
promoters, artists, sports representatives, food service professionals, start-ups, designers, farmers as well as groups of citizens. Most of
these sites are not typical land for real estate therefore requiring alternative economic models and programs. Majority of the projects are
predominantly dealing with culture, sports, events or production.
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PARIS

Mille Arbres
PARIS

Finalist of MIPIM Awards 2019
- BEST FUTURA PROJECT.

© COMPAGNIE DE PHALSBOURG - MILLES ARBRES - OGIC

F

lagship project of the “Reinventing Paris” call for innovative urban projects, Mille Arbres
provides with a new and ecological urban vision with 95% of renewable energies and
a genuine symbiosis between architecture and nature. Developed by Compagnie de
Phalsbourg and OGIC, this programme will provide with a natural ecosystem comprised of
1,000 trees to create an oasis of coolness and imagine new ways of living and working in cities.
At the heart of Porte Maillot’s metamorphosis, Mille Arbres bridges Paris and Neuilly-sur-Seine.
Its strategic location makes it at the epicentre of tertiary markets in CBD, Paris La Défense and
around adding up to 14.5 million sqm (about 30% of Greater Paris tertiary real estate).
Mille Arbres is located at the centre of Porte Maillot transport hub. Today, metro line 1 and
RER line C allow to effectively reach major transport hubs in Greater Paris region. Soon,
transformations will further improve connections as RER line E and Tramway line T3b will be
extended by 2022.
Mille Arbres forms a unique, mixed-use and groundbreaking complex: property programmes
are complementary to each other while retaining some independence.
Office spaces represent a total of 28,860 sqm of usable area, allocated between ground
floor and 6th floor. They will provide office floors over 5,000 sqm with a great potential for
horizontal and vertical divisiblity, coworking spaces and a conference center.
Mille Arbres provides services for employees with concierge service, park, nurseries, diverse
options of catering, 4* hotel leased to Citizen M.
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INTERVENANTS

© COMPAGNIE DE PHALSBOURG - MILLE ARBRES - OGIC

« A BRIDGE-BUILDING, THE ECOLOGICAL SYMBOL OF 21ST CENTURY PARIS. »

CONTACTS
EMMANUEL DARGIER
DEPUTY GENERAL MANAGER OGIC
EDARGIER@OGIC.FR

VALÉRIE PHUNG
HEAD OF REAL ESTATE PROJECTS
COMPAGNIE DE PHALSBOURG
VPHUNG@COMPAGNIEDEPHALSBOURG.COM
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PARIS

Maine-Montparnasse
PARIS

Inventing a new urban shape and supporting the
transformation of the Montparnasse tower.

L

ocated at the crossroad of the 6th, 14th and 15th districts of Paris, between the 18th of June 1945 Square and
the Montparnasse Station, the Maine-Montparnasse sector is one the major polarities of Paris. It concerns
one of the most accessible territories of the capital city thanks to a very dense transportation network. One
can also find all sort of aspects of urban life: jobs, tourism, exchanges, leisure, culture and shops. These different
activities spatially and temporally combined together create a vibrant district with a diverse public.
Result of an important planning operation in the 70s during which the station stepped back in favour of the Montparnasse tower and its modern properties complex, the site has became out-dated.
The City of Paris and the co-owners of the properties complex of the Maine-Montparnasse tower decided to
launch an unprecedented public-private consultation to draw a line under the ‘above the street’ focused on cars’
mobility planning and to transform the site while creating its new identity.
Four teams are competing until February 2019 to offer a new vision of this district. This vision will be articulated
towards a metamorphosis of the Montparnasse Tower which construction works are planned between 2020 and
2024.
Renovation project of the Montparnasse tower designed by the Nouvelle AOM agency (gathering Franklin Azzi
Architecture, Chartier Dalix Architectes and Hardel Le Bihan Architectes) winner of the call for project.
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© Nouvelle AOM rSI Studios

The project will bring a whole new identity to Montparnasse tower's neighborhood.

« RENOVATION PROJECT OF THE MONTPARNASSE
TOWER DESIGNED BY THE NOUVELLE AOM AGENCY
		
WINNER OF THE CALL FOR PROJECT. »

STAKEHOLDERS
PROJECT MANAGER:
Ville de Paris / Ensemble Immobilier de
la Tour Maine-Montparnasse
URBAN CONTRACTOR TEAM:
on-going competition.
OPERATOR: Elisabeth Gallois
Real Estate projects manager
elisabeth.gallois@parisandco.com
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PARIS

Paris Rive Gauche Bruneseau
PARIS

A new emblematic district of the Paris of tomorrow.

L

ocated between the Maréchaux Boulevard and the city of Ivry-sur-Seine, the Bruneseau site (24 hectares) extends to
the west the success of Paris Rive Gauche with, especially, the introduction of high buildings (up to 180 metres). High
buildings particularly fit with the set up and the scale of the Parisian ring road and the railway network.
The project designed by Ateliers Lion Associés is focused on diverse urban functions, a design in line with the urban continuities, the re-appropriation of the Seine river, strengthening the connections with Ivry-sur-Seine and replacing the Paris/
Suburb borderline intensifying the assembly.
Two housing programs won the national competition “Immeubles à Vivre Bois” organised by ADIVbois: the “Wood’up”
project, led by the Compagnie de Phalsbourg, one of the highest housings wooden buildings in France with 15 storeys, and
the project “la Tour Commune” dedicated to students and researchers accommodations.
Real mass of innovations, a third housings wooden building carried out by Emergie and called “Le Spot/Di Difang” is
planned for 2021. It will be composed of two terraces – one for the residents and another one for biodiversity – as well as
an artistic space open to public.
The construction works of the first high building park the “DUO” towers (composed of offices, shops, activities and hotels) is
finalising the foundations (16,000m2 of diaphragm walls, 42 meters deep for 9 underground levels). Their surprising shape
will be a nice signature of the vast Parisian metropolis landscape.
This territory is subject to the call for projects “Inventer Bruneseau” with a constructive capacity of 100,000m2 of floor
surface for the creation of an urban piece that will connect Paris and Ivry-sur-Seine. The results will be published in
March 2019.
The DUO towers will offer, by 2012, high standards offices, economical activities, an auditorium, one hotel, shops down
the building as well as a restaurant and panoramic bar. The housings building “Le Spot/Di Difang” is a mass of innovations promoting collective spaces and integrating artistic spaces open to the public.
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© Emerige - SCCV Paris 13 Bruneseau B1B2 Agence Moreau Kusunoki

« THE PROJECT IS FOCUSED ON DIVERSE URBAN
FUNCTIONS, A DESIGN IN LINE WITH THE URBAN
		
CONTINUITIES, THE RE-APPROPRIATION OF THE SEINE RIVER. »

STAKEHOLDERS
PLANNER:
SEMAPA
COORDINATOR ARCHITECT:
Ateliers Lion Associés
SANDRINE MOREY, Managing Director,
SEMAPA; contact@semapa.fr
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IMMOBILIER D’ENTREPRISE

IMMOBILIER RÉSIDENTIEL

HÔTELS

RÉSIDENCES GÉRÉES

PLATEFORME D’ACTIVITÉS ET LOGISTIQUE

CHIFFRES CLÉS 2018

1 558,2 M€
de chiffre d’affaires

9 122 logements réservés
Près de 349 500 m² de surfaces de bureaux et locaux
d’activités en commercialisation/développement

02_6665 Annonce presse Grand Paris Développement_Double page 460 x 300 mm.indd 2-3

KAUFMAN & BROAD est un groupe composé d’hommes et de
femmes à l’esprit entrepreneur et partageant une même vision de
leur métier : le client, l’usager, l’utilisateur sont au cœur de notre
stratégie et de nos décisions.
Nous écoutons, nous imaginons, nous partageons pour apprendre
chaque jour des nouveaux usages et modes de vie, et proposer
une expérience unique dans les nouveaux quartiers, les immeubles
d’habitation et de bureaux, les résidences avec services ou encore
les commerces que nous réalisons partout en France.

C’EST ÇA L’EXPÉRIENCE
KAUFMAN & BROAD

Crédits photos : Vincent Parreira - AAVP et Aires Mateus e Associados - Studios Architecture - Xaveer de Geyter (XGDA) - Taillandier Architectes Associés - Illustration à caractère d’ambiance - MCI - 02/2019.

VOUS REGARDER VIVRE POUR CRÉER
L’IMMOBILIER QUI VOUS RESSEMBLE,

kaufmanbroad.fr
22/02/2019 16:47

BUSINESS
DISTRICT
A local public authority with international ambitions.

ROSE DE
CHERBOURG

LES GROUES

LA DÉFENSE
BOULEVARD

Only
vertical district

70

500

31 ha

of France

15
‘Fortune
Global 500’
companies

35,000 m 2

buildings among which
almost 30% Grade A

64

companies (40% foreign
companies)

pedestrian slab
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of coworking
space
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42,000

45,000

180,000

1

566 ha

40,000

inhabitants

students

employees,
60% executives

multimodal transportation
hub (5 transportation lines
and 22 bus lines)

surface area

seats capacity
performance hall of
Paris La Défense Aréna

A

lmost 60 years after its creation, the first European business district of Paris La Défense is an exceptional territory for development with a strong international appeal.
The combination of an increased international competition, new
global balances and the transformation of the people’s lifestyle
and way of working commands the business district to accelerate its mutation to maintain its leadership.
It is through its diversification to change this district into a real
living space that Paris La Défense shapes its future and embodies its ambition.
THE TASKS OF PARIS LA DEFENSE
Since the January 1st, 2018, the skills of EPADESA (Public Authority in charge of urban planning of Seine Arche) and De-

facto (Public Authority of Management and Organisation of
La Défense) have been merged to form a single local public
authority: Paris La Défense. This merger meets the necessary
challenges resulting from modernisation and from the transformation of a business district into a living area to support its
attractiveness.
It gathers management and planning skills to evolve around 5
strategic pillars:
- Promoting diversity and consolidating the territory positioning
as a real living space
- Keeping up with the urban transformation
- Ensuring a premium quality service and client experience
- Opening of the territory to new experiments
- Reinforcing its international attractiveness.
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BUSINESS DISTRICT

Les Groues
LA DÉFENSE

A whole new mixed-use and sustainable
district.

W

est of the Grande Arche, the new district les Groues of 65 hectares starts its urban
reconstruction to become, from 2022, a real living neighbourhood.
This project aims to create a “mixed-use district, providing for housings, offices, activities, shops and private/public equipment, hosting almost 12,000 new residents and as many
employments. By 2022, RER E will have a station in the district hereby strengthening the accessibility of the sector from Paris and the west Parisian region via the future transportation hub. In
addition, connections to other districts will be created through the realisation of two new bridges
and the renewal of the existing others. The public transportation offer will also be completed by
2030 with the new line 15 of the Grand Paris Express.
Attractive living space, sustainable and economically dynamic, les Groues will be a multiple
identities district which will mainly focus on the already existing buildings and economic network.
Very close from the business centre of La Défense, this area will gather, along with the already
implemented enterprises, new SMEs, startups, innovation cells and fablabs. Here, innovation and
experimentation will be given their full potential. This district is a new example of the transformation initiated west of the Grande Arche, and embodies perfectly the strategic vision of Paris La
Défense authority.
With the recent signatures of agreements to sale regarding 65,500m2 of housings, offices, shops
and services, the district of les Groues continues its operational progress. These agreements
have been signed with two operators groups: Brémond/Lamotte and BPD Marignan/BNP
Paribas Immobilier.
The overall project includes 630,000m2 to build. This surface will be divided in 340,000m2 dedicated to housings, 225,000m2 to offices and 65,000m2 to activities, shops and public/private
equipment: un plural and balanced program aiming to create a mixed district.
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From 2022, RER E will serve the district, reinforcing the accessibility of the sector from Paris and west Paris’ region
(île-de-France).

« THIS PROJECT AIMS TO CREATE A MIXED-USE
DISTRICT, PROVIDING FOR HOUSINGS, OFFICES,
		
ACTIVITIES, SHOPS AND PRIVATE/PUBLIC EQUIPMENT... »

CONTACTS
Céline Crestin
Co-Director of Urban Planning,
Paris La Défense
ccrestin@parisladefense.com
Marie-Célie Guillaume,
CEO Paris La Défense
mcguillaume@parisladefense.com
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BUSINESS DISTRICT

La Rose de Cherbourg
LA DÉFENSE

A green oasis at the heart of the business
district.

T

his innovative project is part of the opening strategy of the adjacent cities’ business district.
The transformation operation of this complex urban space is characterised by major road
infrastructures and is mainly inspired by the Dausmenil promenade in Paris and the High Line in
New York.
The complete urban project of the Rose de Cherbourg is composed of:
- Hekla Tower: an office tower of 80,000m2, developed by Hines and AG Real Estate, acquired
as a sale before completion (VEFA) by Amundi and Primonial Reim. With a 220m heights, it was
designed by Ateliers Jean Nouvel and will be delivered in 2022.
- Campusea, a student accommodation of 402 rooms and more than 10,500m2 over 19 floors,
opened since September 2018
- Creation of new public spaces on a total surface of 5 hectares.
Paris La Défense put the emphasis on the sector’s public spaces through several major operations:
- Creation of a hanging garden on a ring road that will transform into a pedestrian space/soft
modes open to promenades and sport activities.
- Requalification of the Circular Boulevard into an urban boulevard;
- New accessible and confortable connections between the City of Puteaux and La Défense Business district especially through the reorganisation of a central place located by the crossroad on
the General de Gaulle avenue.
- Creation of a Park in synergy with the hanging garden
- Implementation of shops (on retire business shells).
The significant renovation of the Landscape project, developed by Altafund associated to
Goldman Sachs, will also contribute to the renewal of the Rose de Cherbourg district.
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INTERVENANTS

The creation of a suspended garden on a road ring will allow turning it into a pedestrian/soft modes area.

« THIS INNOVATIVE PROJECT IS PART OF
THE OPENING STRATEGY OF THE ADJACENT
		
CITIES’ BUSINESS DISTRICT. »

CONTACTS
Olivier Schoentjes
Co-Director of Urban Planning,
Paris La Défense
oschoentjes@parisladefense.com
Marie-Célie Guillaume,
CEO Paris La Défense
mcguillaume@parisladefense.com
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BUSINESS DISTRICT

La Défense Boulevard
LA DÉFENSE

A new urban connection between
Nanterre and La Défense.

L

a Défense Boulevard is being largely redeveloped to create a new connection between the City of Nanterre and La Défense Business district. On both sides, the first
real estate projects have been launched, like the future global headquarters of the
Vinci Group, Archipel, partially interlinked with the future Eole Station planned to open in
2022. Major constructions are currently on going.
Entry gate of Les Groues district, La Défense Boulevard is changing into an urban boulevard due to the works carried out by the Haut-de-Seine Departmental Council: two-way
road, urban crossroads, served by public transport and offering a complete range of
services and shops on the ground-floors of the real estate projects. It shall create a connection with the business district and become a new attractive destination for the major
real estate actors.
All these real estate projects shall benefit from the creation by 2022 of the new RER
E and, by 2030, line 15 stations. Located at the point where the business district of La
Défense meets the Groues district, the new station will contribute to further reinforce the
sector’s attractiveness. Major users like Vinci and Technip FMC have already selected
this sector to gather their teams in new-generation headquarters.
Also, the station project goes hand in hand with a strong ambition regarding public
spaces’ qualification in order to create connections with the business district. The mutation of the Défense Boulevard carried out by the Haut-de-Seine departmental council
shall transform the avenue into a real urban boulevard.
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Boulevard de La Défense will become an attractive place for major real estate players.

« LA DÉFENSE BOULEVARD IS BEING LARGELY
REDEVELOPED TO CREATE A NEW CONNECTION BETWEEN
		
THE CITY OF NANTERRE AND LA DÉFENSE BUSINESS DISTRICT. »

Céline Crestin
Co-Director of Urban Planning of Paris
La Défense
ccrestin @parisladefense.com
Marie-Célie Guillaume
CEO Paris La Défense
mcguillaume@parisladefense.com
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Les Lumières Pleyel - Saint-Denis (93): This group, represented by Sogélym Dixence, realizes a mixed complex of 150,000 m2: offices,
housing, hotel, student residence, shops and cultural and sports facilities.

CRÉDIT AGRICOLE IMMOBILIER,

URBAN “ECOSYSTEM” BUILDER
Major real estate stakeholder
for years with a strong expertise in favour of enterprises,
private or public players, Crédit Agricole Immobilier is constantly providing for innovative
solutions in line with the territories and environmental necessities. It places the private
sector at the heart of the Greater Paris development, a throes
of change territory.
Interview of Franck Hélary,
Deputy CEO of Crédit Agricole
Immobilier

Could you introduce your company to
the readers?
Leaning on the solidity of a leading
banking group, Crédit Agricole Immobilier advises its client – private individuals, companies or local authorities
– to create value during their real estate journey. Actual services operator,
Crédit Agricole Immobilier mobilise
its know-how in the fields of promotion, property administration or facility management. This expertise aims
to direct the client building their valorisation strategy, to provide for assistance in their implementation choice
and in all the different steps from the
design of a building to its every-day
management.

Franck Hélary, Deputy Chief Executive
Officer of Crédit Agricole Immobilier

How does Crédit Agricole Immobilier
contribute to ‘Housing for everyone’
solutions?
We provide for expert services beyond
the simple promotion job. Therefore,
we carry a long-term and clear vision
of the real estate. Belonging to Crédit
Agricole, first housing funder in France,
allows us to catch the expectations of
our client very early. Throughout what
they express daily we can say that the
first concern of French people is housing. Because we consistently anticipate trends and because tomorrow’s way
of working and living of have deeply
changed, Crédit Agricole Immobilier
is always providing for more innovative solutions, adjusted to the needs of

STATEMENT
clients. This way, we elaborate flexible housings with an evolving nature
which shapes can change according to
the residents way of living cycles. This
modularity to which is added a high
connectivity based on high technologies, allows us to provide for smart
and ergonomist housings combining
daily comfort and security.
We also support the local authorities,
lessors and public investors in the
transformation of the territories. For
example, we operate in sectors where a reduce rate of VAT is applied to
promote property’s accessibility, or in
close partnership with social lessors
to allow everyone an access to housing. In fact, the decrease of public
financing has strained the economy of
non-profit sectors for the past years.
The housings dedicated to handicapped persons or persons in difficulty
are less funded. To address this issue,
Crédit Agricole Immobilier initiated
several actions to finance housings
solutions and to support stakeholders
in the transformation of their asset
especially into social or accessible
housing. Renovation is actually a recurrent field of the Group’s action.
Our capacity to transform the use of
buildings of which we preserve the
architectural features can be further
illustrated by the transformation of
the offices building in senior’s residence on Chateau-des-Rentiers street
(Paris, 13 th district).
How is the Greater Paris a source of
essential challenges for the future of
Crédit Agricole Immobilier?
With its size, the challenges at stake
and the unprecedented size of its planning, the Greater Paris encourages us
all to question how goods and services
will coherently combine in the metropolises future. Urban planning projects
ensure to be exemplary in terms of
sustainable development and usages,
and the future generation will judge
our capacity to think of innovative and
durable solutions. This metropolis adventure enables the development of an
economical dynamic revolving around
emblematic projects like Lumières
Pleyel, the winner of the “Inventons
le Grand Paris” competition to which
Crédit Agricole Immobilier is taking an
active part. Over a diverse ensemble of
176 , 000m 2 gathering offices, housings,
hotels,
student
accommodations,
shops, sports and cultural equipment,
this real piece of town will be the demonstrator of all the possible planning
solutions over the territory.

The Greater Paris
encourages us all to
question how goods
and services will coherently
combine in the
metropolises future.

Greater Paris allow to carry out unique projects, like the 2024 Olympic
and Paralympic Games which should
also create tremendous opportunities
for the Crédit Agricole group. All this
projects demonstrate our capacities
as urban “ensemblier” to address the
challenges of the city of tomorrow.
How do you engage with environment
and corporate social responsibility?
As the evaluation of urban quality of
life is a key feature for our clients, we
want to integrate territorial impact and
the principles of social and solidarity

economy in all our projects. Our name,
“Crédit Agricole” imply that we include, in our work, an approach based on
“Nature in the city”, biodiversity and,
depending on some projects circumstances, urban agriculture. Our ambition is to reconnect human and nature,
to create or recreate social links, to protect the environment and to facilitate
short circuits networks and clean energies. To think of the usage and utility of a
building also means to reduce its carbon
footprint, to assess its inclusion into the
city and its added value for its district.
Therefore, we delivered numerous
energy efficient constructions, wooden
quality structures like the 100% wood
student hall (BBCA label) in Noisiel or
221 housings in Bussy-Saint-Georges
in the eco-district of Sycomore which
will be delivered at the end of the
year. Moreover, in a open-innovation
approach in partnership with local players, we contribute to the dynamism of
“Village by CA” incubator and we regularly meet with start-ups to pitch the
new usages, services and opportunities
of our activities. We are experimenting
a certain amount of these solutions on
our projects. These practices that we
wish to be exemplary support Crédit
Agricole Immobilier as a constructor
specialised in environmental and urban
challenges.

INTERNATIONAL
EXCHANGES
One of the main economic development hubs in Greater Paris is changing to become
a strategic urban cluster.

SEVRAN
TERRE D’EAUX

2

main airports: Paris
Charles De Gaulle and
Paris-Le Bourget
74

800 000

inhabitants

AEROLIANS
PARIS

25

structuring projects
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15 billion of
private investment
in the next twenty
years

130 000
jobs by 2035

2 sectors of
excellency:
transport and
international
exchanges

© istock

A

irport platforms are real economic driving forces but also key factors of international
influence. They gather more and more tertiary activities and firms trying to settle very
close to the airport in order to be able to grow. The Grand Roissy-Le-Bourget represents
one of the main Grand Paris economic development centres.
FROM LOGISTICS TO EXCHANGES ECONOMY
Beyond the platform activities, the territory is taking full benefit from exchanges economy development (people, goods and knowledge) which leads to a diversification of its economic activity.
Business tourism is growing and new projects will lead to more exhibitions, congresses and conferences. A lot of firms want also to be close to the airport in order to optimize their international
exchanges (commercial services, training centres etc.)
The Grand Paris Express arrival favours mixed neighbourhoods and «.new centralities ». The
Greater Roissy is not anymore a fragmented territory but rather a strategic urban territory,
mixing local, metropolitan and international realisations.
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INTERNATIONAL EXCHANGES

Sevran Terre d’Eaux
MONTCELEUX - SEVRAN

The sports complex of the future where
culture and nature blend.

U

nique in Europe, Sevran Terre d’Eaux develops an innovative space dedicated to the
practice of surfing, skateboarding and water skiing, in a preserved landscape. This is the
opportunity for promoters Linkcity Île-de-France and Crescendo, winners of the consultation
“Invent the Metropolis of Greater Paris” to create a unique ecosystem that mixes housing, nature
and sports for all.
The 30 ha complex on the Montceleux plots in Sevran includes a a balanced real estate program:
individual or collective housing by the water, accessible to all, residences for seniors and young
active people, restaurants, shops, beaches, an innovative hotel concept and services organized
around a landscaped park of 15 ha and its water bodies open all year.
Sevran Terre d’Eaux hosts world-class sports facilities, real learning places for board sports,
new sports and cultural events. It is also an eco-responsible project where the management of
resources, water, energy, land and the implementation of urban agriculture complete an ecodesigned project.
Ideally located between Roissy Charles de Gaulle airport and Le Bourget, Sevran Terre d’Eaux
will bring to the territory a worldwide visibility during the Olympic Games in Paris 2024.
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INTERVENANTS

The project is eco-responsible, with optimized resource management and the implementation of urban agriculture.

« SEVRAN TERRE D’EAUX HOSTS WORLD-CLASS SPORTS
FACILITIES, REAL LEARNING PLACES FOR BOARD SPORTS, AND
		
PROGRAMMING FOR ALL, NEW SPORTS AND CULTURAL EVENTS. »

CONTACTS
La Vague
contact@lavaguegrandparis.surf
Lise Mesliand
Deputy director Projects department, Linkcity
l.mesliand@linkcity.com
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INTERNATIONAL EXCHANGES

AeroliansParis
ROISSY

A new business park for international
companies right next to the airport.

SILK ROAD PARIS – AeroliansParis

L

ast high-scale operation on the doorsteps of Paris Charles De Gaulle Airport, in the
municipality of Tremblay-en-France, AeroliansParis will gather 850,000 m2 for international
enterprises and a major extension of the Paris Nord Villepinte exhibition park (PEX).
10,000 to 15,000 jobs are expected to be created, spread over 198 hectares open on
Europe and the world.
To date, 177,000m2 are delivered or in delivery along with the first public spaces.
Aerolians Paris’ Strengths
The 198 ha high-scale site strengthens the competitive positioning of the airport platform and
structures the Paris region area towards a leading territory in terms of development.
Aerolians promotes the emergence of new industrial channels and contributes to jobs diversity
as well as a work environment of quality punctuated by green spaces structured around a
central esplanade.
Accessibility
30 minutes away from central Paris and with an immediate proximity from the Bourget and
Paris Charles-de-Gaulle airport, this operation enjoys from high-quality accessibility: the A1,
A3, A14 highways, the TGV (high speed train) station of Paris Charles-de-Gaulle airport, the
RER B station Parc des Expositions, a bus service and, planned for 2030, a station hub that
will connect the RER D and the Grand Paris Express.
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« AEROLIANS PROMOTES THE EMERGENCE
		
OF NEW INDUSTRIAL CHANNELS AND
			
CONTRIBUTES TO THE JOBS DIVERSITY...»

CONTACTS
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L’EPFIF,

a key tool at the service of local authorities

the Region. It implements strategic
orientations to increase the housings
offer and support economic development over all the territory of the Parisian region. We buy property; carry out
the portage and then sale the site without neither profit nor payment. This
stimulation of the real estate sector
that we carry out with a network composed of 400 partner local authorities
– namely, more than 75% of the Paris
region population – represent orders
amounting to over 4 billions of euros.
In 2018, we acquired 440 millions of sites and generated the start of the construction of 7 000 housings following
our handovers.
The housing issue is for sure the first
concern of the inhabitants of the Paris region: how can you provide for
solutions for all, in a sustainable and
durable logic?
How does the Real Estate Public Establishment of the Paris Region (EPFIF)
functions and what is its main purpose?
EPFIF operates for both the State and

The housing market of the Paris region is
the first market in France with an increase
of prices over 10 years thus imitating its
accessibility. It is therefore a market where property is the central issue as it constitutes the starting point of any project.

In the Paris region, there isn’t any site
immediately available to launch a construction project. One must first have a
sufficient property base which implies
being able to buy real estate at a fair
price to multiple owners. Competition
between operators makes it more and
more complicated. This is the reason
why the intervention of a public establishment is sometimes essential. Then,
the existing buildings often need to be
demolished and cleaned up. For example, in Aulney-sous-Bois, we bought
the PSA (Peugeot-Citroën) site which
represents approximately the surface
of La Défense district. It is a long-term
process as it is necessary for the city
hall of Aulney-Sous-Bois to have enough time to provide for a balanced project, vector for jobs and diverse housings, and to mobilise the best partners.
Over the last ten years, EPFIF became
a major territory stakeholder over the
region du to the number of its interventions and their diversity. Our major
involvement aims to facilitate the public and private initiatives and, when
necessary to provide for organisational
assistance.

STATEMENT
How does the Greater Paris provide
for very structuring challenges for the
future of EPFIF?
Greater Paris represents an unprecedented challenge in terms of size and
amount of investments engaged by all
the planning and housing players of
the metropolis. With the “Inventons
la Métropole du Grand Paris” call for
project, it also constitutes a vector
for innovation with the private actors
mobilisations and the richness of the
submitted projects. With its amplitude and the diversity of its projects,
this competition is the first answer to
the urban planning and transformation challenges which renewed the
dynamic of the metropolis. With a 1.7
billion property portfolio, EPFIF is a
stakeholder of the majority of Paris’
region major projects as well as of
the new innovation trend considering
that one over four projects are taking
place on the establishment’s sites.
However, the structuring challenging
cannot be reduced to one project or
one territory but encompasses the
combination of all the solutions we
can provide over the whole region.

Tomorrow’s city is being constructed
in major parts around the Grand Paris
Express future stations, a perimeter
where EPFIF operates. What are the

Greater Paris represents
an unprecedented challenge
in terms of size and amount
of investments engaged
by all the planning and
housing players of
the metropolis.

growth and innovation opportunities
that are strengthened by the construction of this “automatic supermetro”?
The construction and even the announcement of major equipment like
a station create inflationary position
statements. Our mission is to anticipate while regulating the sites. EPFIF is
already involved in the perimeter of 9
stations over 10, anticipating the urban
network evolution as the Paris region
local authorities wish to favour the production of diverse and accessible housings. This year, we create a long-term

portage branch to strengthen our intervention capacity with the Deposits
and Consignments Fund in the stations
perimeter.
Therefor if the Grand Paris Express is
clearly a vector for growth, creating
new opportunities for all the operators,
it is also a very structuring challenge
for the cities wishing to open up, connect to new employment sectors or to
promote fast commuting. It is often the
opportunity to rethink its urban centre
or to better articulate with the rest of
the city through the know-how and the
investment capacities of EPFIF.
The other anticipated vector for
growth the property management
of the future 2024 Olympic villages sites – press and athletes – over
the municipalities of Saint-Ouen,
Saint-Denis and Dugny, as they will
be the first accessible and connected
cities according to the planned timetable.

DIGITAL AND
CREATIVE
INDUSTRY
This territory is structured around the Cité du Cinéma (14 film sets and more than 50 television studios) and the Plaine Saint Denis studios, a major university centre and major companies. Many projects are announced within the perimeter of the cluster, which will also host
the future Olympic village.

PLAINE SAINT
DENIS

PLEYEL

9

432 000

211 000

THE FLUVIAL
ECODISTRICT

43 000
students

2,7
million m² office
spaces
municipalities

82

inhabitants

jobs
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34 800
companies

2,1
millions
corporate real
estate
projects
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MESSAGE FROM THE DIRECTOR

P

laine Commune continues to spread its influence as a unique territory creating
structural projects at the metropolis scale and expressing its strong identity: an
innovative, creative and open-minded territory namely, the Territory of culture
and creation.
Plaine Commune is the third employment hub of the Greater Paris Metropolis. It gathers 34,800 enterprises and 21,000 public and private employments.* Placed in the
front lines for the 2024 Olympic Games and for the Grand Paris Express construction
works, Plaine Commune has already attracted several investors like SNCF, Siemens or
Banque de France (central bank of France).
In 2018, Plaine Commune provided for 313,000m2 of corporate real estate under
construction and 2.1 millions m2 of planned offers (activities and offices).* Situated
between the national stadium (Stade de France) and Porte d’Aubervilliers, the Plaine
Saint-Denis sector gathers 390,000 m2 of tertiary real estate planned for the four
years to come. The on-going large office building construction sites and the establishment of prestigious enterprises like Veolia and Chanel reveal its attractiveness.
Plaine Commune Development, major player of the planning of this territory, actively
contributes to this dynamic. Stakeholder of the Olympic village planning, very active
concerning the development of the Pleyel sector, it also leads four large-scale planning operations over the Plaine Saint-Denis.
*Source: Assessment of the Corporate Real Estate, 2018 first semester, Plaine Commune
Catherine Léger, Managing Director, Plaine Commune Développement
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DIGITAL AND CREATIVE INDUSTRY

Pleyel

SAINT-DENIS

Strategic metropolitan sector of
Greater Paris

M

ajor pillar of the territorial development Agreement, the Pleyel sector’s transformation is a
strategic project of the Greater Paris aiming to ensure the articulation of numerous centralities: Plaine-Saint-Denis, the city-centre of Saint-Denis, the fluvial eco-district of île-SaintDenis, the city-centre of Saint-Ouen and north Paris.
In 2023, the site will include the emblematic station of the Grand Paris Express: Saint-Denis Pleyel.
250,000 passengers everyday will pass by this station designed by Kengo Kuma. Major hub of the
Greater Paris, it is a unique connection cluster between four lines of the Grand Paris Express.
The Pleyel urban crossing, located very close to the station will span over the world’s 3rd railway
cluster allowing a very urban multimodality between the suburban trains (RER and Transiliens) and the
metro to ensure the accessibility of the Olympic sites for the 2024 Games. As it connects Plaine-SaintDenis, it shall multiply the accessibility of the station.
More than a bridge, this work was designed by Marc Mimram as an actual urban space composed
of generous public spaces. All around, the Lumières Pleyel project led by Sogelym Dixence, as part of
the “Reinventing the Metropolis” call for project, is based on a diverse programing combining housings, offices, equipment and public spaces as well as tower blocks and a ‘bridge-building’ attached to
the urban crossing.
Plaine Commune Développement, transformation stakeholder
Plaine Commune Développement has led the feasibility studies, contributed to the organisation of
the international project management contest and led all the pre-project surveys. Today, it carries on
with the surveys and will handle the works of the crossing which delivery is planned for 2023. In the
same time, it provides for technical assistance with project management for Plaine Commune regarding the Lumières Pleyel project.
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Les Lumières Pleyel

« MAJOR HUB OF THE GREATER PARIS,
IT IS A UNIQUE CONNECTION CLUSTER
		
BETWEEN FOUR LINES OF THE GRAND PARIS EXPRESS. »

CONTACTS
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© Les Lumières Pleyel / Sogelym Dixence • Snøhetta • Baumschlager Eberle Architekten • Chaix &
Morel et Associés • Ateliers 2/3/4/ • Mars architectes • Maud Caubet Architectes • Moreau Kusunoki

INTERVENANTS

DIGITAL AND CREATIVE INDUSTRY

La Plaine Saint-Denis
SAINT-DENIS

The 3rd employment centre in Greater Paris.

I

n 25 years, supported by the regional authorities and the dynamic created by the establishment of
the national stadium (Stade de France), Plaine-Saint-Denis – composed of 750 hectares spread over
the municipalities of Saint Denis, Auberviliers and Saint-Ouen – became the 3rd tertiary cluster of the
region. This transformation was based on a strong political ambition and an urban strategy inserted into
several public-planning operations.
From an economical and urban perspective, this attractiveness resulted in the establishment of major
enterprises like Générali, Oange, Siemens or l’AFNOR. In 2012, a new phase started with the implementation of major headquarters (Véolia, SNCF) which increased the national and international visibility
of the territory.
In the next years, major growth drivers guarantee the Plaine development: new transportations’ modes
to come (T8, Grand Paris Express), Olympic equipment (Arena, aqua-centre), development of a new real
estate offer and the opening of the Condorcet Campus.
With 450,000m2 of tertiary planned over the coming years et major offices programs already in
construction, this sector will continue to increase its strong dynamism. Many projects are undertaken in
the North (Landay-France, Saulnier Plaine, Stade de France station), in its centre (Montjoie, Nozal/Front
Populaire) up until Porte d’Aubervilliers and Porte de la Chapelle. Gaspard, Curve, Popsquare, Manufacture de Mode de Chanel…all these programs will shortly be in the news.
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INTERVENANTS

Plaine Saint-Denis has become the third tertiary centre in the region.

« WITH 450,000M 2 OF TERTIARY PLANNED OVER THE
COMING YEARS ET MAJOR OFFICES PROGRAMS ALREADY
		
IN CONSTRUCTION, THIS SECTOR WILL CONTINUE TO
			
INCREASE ITS STRONG DYNAMISM. »

CONTACTS
Hélène Vicq – Planinng Director of
Plaine Commune
helene.vicq@plainecommune.com.fr
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DIGITAL AND CREATIVE INDUSTRY

The fluvial ecodistrict
ÎLE SAINT-DENIS

Plaine Commune at the heart of the
Olympic adventure.

A

stounding development accelerator, the 2024 Olympic and Paralympic
games constitute a worldwide event which will create a long lasting heritage for the territory.

Plaine Commune will gather four competition sites as well as one central spot: the
Olympic village.
Located in the municipalities of Saint-Denis, Saint-Ouen and Île-Saint-Denis, the
Olympic and Paralympic village “Bords de Seine Pleyel” will host 17,000 athletes
and staff members during the event. Its design was inspired by the existing projects
of Universeine and the Île-Saint-Denis fluvial eco-district.
Since 2010, Plaine Commune Développement is planning the Île-Saint-Denis fluvial
eco-district which is a 14 hectares site where an ambitious environment project is
carried out: no-car district, participative housings and a program focused on diversity for each building. The first phase (300 housings, mobility centre, public spaces)
is being delivered. The innovative dynamic, the Seine riverbanks setting and the
privileged situation of the site convinced the CEO. Therefore, the second phase of
the project will include a part of the Olympic village over six hectares.
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INTERVENANTS

Paris 2024 | Plaine Commune

« PLAINE COMMUNE WILL GATHER FOUR
COMPETITION SITES AS WELL AS ONE
		
CENTRAL SPOT: THE OLYMPIC VILLAGE. »

CONTACTS
François Laurent – Chief Operational Officer
Plaine Commune Ouest Sector
Development:

flaurent@semplaine.fr – 01 49 17 84 53
- Luxigon / DPA
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Immeuble Curve – Saint-Denis

GENERALE CONTINENTALE INVESTISSEMENTS
MAJOR PLAYER IN REAL ESTATE
Major player in real estate for more than 40 years, Générale Continentale Investissements (GCI) has made significant
investments with renowned partners in Paris and Ile-de-France. As an independent campany, GCI focuses on investment, asset management and high quality development of commercial real estate which are then often leased to major
companies. Meeting with Paul Raingold, Chairman and Michael Zalma, Group Investment Manager.
Can you introduce your company and
how it works?
Founded in 1975, GCI is one of the
leaders in France in the field of office
property investment, asset management and building promotion. What
makes us strong is undoubtedly the
essence of our group: we are a family
business with a dynamic and international team. For more than 40 years,
we have been aiming to support the
long-term urban transformation as
well as possible. To that end, we make

available to the various actors, private or institutional, a whole range of
expertise that qualifies us regarding
every real estate profession. Thanks
to the human size of our company, beyond the proximity we have with our
partners and the market in general,
our employees are involved in every
stage of a project’s progress, from its
beginning to its final achievement.
Thus, we operate mainly in Paris and
its inner rim. We are also interested
in all the communes of Greater Paris.
As an indication, we have invested

some 1,7 million square meters of
offices since the creation of GCI for
nearly 3 billion euros.
What does Greater Paris represent
to you? In what way is it a source of
particularly vital challenges for the
future of your group?
The Grand Paris project is undoubtedly an adventure that is pleasing to all
those involved in regional planning
and we are very proud to be able to
contribute to developing and impro-

STATEMENT

ving the metropolis in depth. Our
vision of the majority of our investments spans up to five years and as
such, we are perfectly in tune with the
expectations and aspirations of projects in the heart of the city. The construction of the “Grand Paris Express”
(super automatic metro station) and
its 68 stations will constitute the
true backbone of all future development projects in Ile-de-France and
allow the people to move quickly and
easily from the centre to the outside
of Paris. GCI plans to get involved
in many related programmes. Our
group already strongly believes, and
did for many years, into the capacity
of certain urban area to evolve their
environment, like the Eastern Paris
region, Bobigny or Montreuil (where
we delivered three towers, developded Cityscope and its 43,000 m 2 of
office accommodation), or in the west
of Paris, like Nanterre or La Défense,
where we are also very present. In addition, we are equally attentive to the
extension of metro line 14, especially
around Clichy / Saint-Ouen. We are
also focusing in Saint-Denis, where
accessibility and the future Condorcet University Campus are real assets. So many new areas will benefit
from profound transformations of
the urban environment. The Grand
Paris is truly something exceptional
and only happens once a century! As
an investor, it is an opportunity to be
involved and we are convinced that
this project is a great success for our
business. The Grand Paris is above all
the opportunity to make the capital a
World-City capable of competing in
terms of dynamism with megacities
such as London, New York or Singapore.
What are the challenges inherent to
your innovation capacity you intend
to meet in the coming years?
To continue being more competitive
in the coming years, we will have to
develop our adaptability. Indeed, the
professional world is changing and
it is a fact that today we work today
very differently from a decade ago.
Tertiary uses are totally revolutionized by flexibility, which becomes
a mandatory variable in all our projects. In fact, our desire to innovate
in the commercial real estate market
lies mainly in our capacity to adapt to
new uses to expand a space for startups that evolve, divide the floor plate
of a company that is open to co-wor-

The construction of the «Grand
Paris Express» and its 68 stations
will be the real backbone of all
future development projects
in Ile-de-France.
king and shares his workspace. In addition, innovation will also focus on
our vigilance towards more and more
quality labels for all the buildings we
deliver, as well as on the desire to
promote more bio-based and natural
materials, such as those in the wood
industry. Today, Grand Paris also carries this strong ambition to innovate
technically to create future housing
and the workplace of tomorrow.
What are your current projects in
Greater Paris?
We are very proud of the totality of
the buildings that we deliver but if we
were to focus on certain achievements,
we could mention the Curve building in
Saint Denis, located in the new eco-dis-

trict of Plaine Saint Denis and that we
are developing with the BNP Paribas
group. Signed Chartier Dallix Architects, Curve is an office building of
24,000m2 wood frame and is committed to offering low energy consumption, while targeting many labels and
certifications. Located in the heart of
a revitalizing neighbourhood and close
to an important public transport network, Curve is an ambitious and innovative program, in its form and its uses.
In addition, we can also mention the Citylife program at Nanterre-Université,
located in the natural extension of La
Défense first European business district. Served by the RER A in the heart
of an environment that benefits from
numerous shops, residential and hotel
programs as well as leisure facilities,
the building designed by the architect Jean-Paul Viguier offers flexible,
bright and highly accessible offices in
individual and collective transport. It
thus participates in reinventing the
perception of the workspace.
Finally, in the 9 th district of Paris,
we acquired at the end of 2018 a
symbolic and historical asset in the
urban landscape of the capital: the
Opera-Italiens building for which we
signed a firm lease of 12 years with
WeWork France, which had the ideal
profile to be established following a
deep restructuring of its 7,500 m 2.

SUSTAINABLE
C ITY
EpaMarne EpaFrance constributes to the development of new housing
and economic activities while providing concrete solutions to social and
ecological challenges.

BALCONS SUR
PARIS

130 ha

real estate
opportunities over time
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CITÉ
DESCARTES

5 000

2 000 000 m2

VAL
D’EUROPE

4
Grand Paris
Express stations

1st
high-speed train
(TGV) hub of
France

1st
European
destination
contractualised
housing in 2018

of offices
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E

paMarne-EpaFrance, leading planner, operates in 44 municipalities spread over three French departments (77, 93, 94). With over
45 years of expertise, EPAs are involved in the development of
new housing along with the hosting of economical activities while delivering concrete solutions to the environmental and social challenges
along with the evolution of the inhabitants’ ways of life.
Urban assembler at the service of the territory’s development and
attractiveness, already leading the wood construction industry and
pioneering the numerical models BIM/CIM, EPAs are now heading
for the natural and resilient city.
While operating actively in favour of an innovative construction
applied to sustainable cities, EPAs are continuously freshening their
know-how to reduce carbon footprints, increase the “intensity” of
the nature-city, develop a “health urban planning” and allow the
emergence of new practices by means led digital technology.
The different teams of the EPAs are driven by the desire to design
a different type of city where the fundamental principles of func-

tional mixing and sustainable development are harmoniously combined. For this purpose, they mobilise their know-how and expertise
to offer solutions in response to the needs of each and everyone.
This involvement has led to an offer of services directed towards all
the stakeholders through a relationship based on trust and proximity. All of which ensures the accessibility to secure land ownerships,
a dynamic real estate market and an efficient urban engineering.
The ideal demonstration of these positioning and undertakings is
the city of Marne-la-Vallée. It appears as a major conveyor for
the development of the Greater Paris and the city of tomorrow. Its
“Cité Descartes” gathers 25% of French sustainable city R&D, over
600,000 inhabitants, 213,000 jobs and is the first leisure and business touristic destination of Europe. Marne-La-Vallée is therefore
the major Ile-de-France market for office premises and presents
several development and establishment opportunities over more
than 130 hectares.
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SUSTAINABLE CITY

Balcons sur Paris
VILLIERS-SUR-MARNE

A high-rise wooden bio-construction
project shaping one of the first
low-carbon district of Europe.

W

inner of the Call for Project “Inventons la Métropole du Grand Paris” (Inventing the Greater Paris
Metropolis) the “Balcony Project” in Paris, led by the Compagnie de Phalsbourg, is a pioneer high-rise
wooden bio-construction project. It aims at creating a new and iconic metropolitan centrality east of
Greater Paris.
Spread over nearly 127,000m2, the programme provides for more than 670 housing, 34,000 m2 of office space,
3,600 m2 dedicated to craft and design with business incubators and 17,500m2 of shops and services. It also
comprises 2 hotels, a multiplex cinema and a conference centre with over 2,000 seats surrounded by an exceptional architecture.
With a lookout point over the Marne Valley, offering an astonishing panorama of the Greater Paris, this site has a
strong potential for the implementation of a metropolitan signal. Indeed, with the premises of an innovating bioneighbourhood connected to the Cité Descartes, the nation-wide excellence centre dedicated to the sustainable
city, this project takes a stance as the first low-carbon district of Europe with 60% of wooden construction including for the high rise buildings with iconic architectures. Finally, with 63,000m2 of woods, Marne Europe district
will be a carbon sink equal to Vincennes Woods.
Designed by outstanding architects, the 9 buildings will be spread in staggered rows around a metropolitan terraced garden connecting the future Grand Paris Express station (Bry – Villiers – Champigny) to the lookout point. This
way, the site will be one of the major centrality east of the Greater Paris and a focal point of the Metropolitan.
Highly connected, this district located between the two airports Paris-Orly and Paris-Charles-de-Gaulle, close to
the A4 highway, will be served by the metro line 15 and will benefit from the fulfilment of a multimodal transport
centre interconnected with the RER (suburban train) E. This site will consequently become one of the major hubs of
the Greater Paris.
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INTERVENANTS

« MARNE EUROPE DISTRICT
WILL BE A CARBON SINK
		
EQUAL TO VINCENNES WOODS. »

CONTACTS
AGENT:
Compagnie de Phalsbourg
mcastro@compagniedephalsbourg.com
EPA MARNE :
developpement@epa-marnelavallee.fr
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SUSTAINABLE CITY

Cité Descartes

CHAMPS-SUR-MARNE | NOISY-LE-GRAND

The business district of the sustainable city.

L

iving lab of the sustainable city, Cité Descartes gathers more than 25% of French R&D on this
topic with over 350 companies, 7,500 employees and a high density of private and public academics working on the city of tomorrow.
Cité Descartes welcomes more than a 100 different nationalities through its global innovation and
excellence centre in the fields of design, construction, and services oriented towards the sustainable
city.
This campus also appears as a special place for the experimentation of tomorrow’s smart city by carrying out innovating buildings. It also implements industrial demonstrators aiming to develop, experiment and deploy new and innovative solutions to be replicated elsewhere in France and throughout
the world in accordance with the Proof of Concept (POC).
Cité Descartes’ developer, EpaMarne, plans a district favouring mixed usages and the expansion of
its effervescent and beating heart. The programming of over 488,000m2 of housing, offices, business,
shopping and services premises as well as public equipment will allow the connection between the
sustainable city’s campus and the urban fabric. Appearing since 2014 as the priority area for the
growth of housing production in Ile-de-France, almost 5,400 housing and residential are already
planned.
Located less than 20 minutes away from the centre of Paris, the accessibility of Cité Descartes will
be strengthened by the upcoming energy-positive station of the Grand Paris Express. Noisy-Champs
station will represent one of the major hubs of the Greater Paris with its interconnection with the RER
(suburban train) A, the metro line 11 and the Grand Paris Express lines 15 and 16. Highly connected,
Cité Descartes will be less than 20 minutes away from the centre of Paris and less than 30 minutes
away from Paris-Charles-de-Gaulle airport.
This sustainable city’s business district is therefore destined to become a major metropolitan centrality
Paris Region, its attractiveness resting upon its campus as much as its booming economy.
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« HIGHLY CONNECTED, CITÉ DESCARTES WILL BE LESS
THAN 20 MINUTES AWAY FROM THE CENTRE OF PARIS AND LESS
		

THAN 30 MINUTES AWAY FROM PARIS-CHARLES-DE-GAULLE AIRPORT. »

CONTACTS
• LOCAL PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY
OF MARNE-LA-VALLÉE:
developpement@epa-marnelavallee.fr

• ARCHITECTS :
Anyoji Beltrando : architecte urbaniste, Dutilleul
(architecte gare GPE), Devillers et Associés, OLM
Paysagistes, Cobe, Patriarche, COSA…
• DEVELOPPERS :
Les Nouveaux Constructeurs, ADIM (VINCI), Linkcity
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SUSTAINABLE CITY

Val d’Europe
MARNE-LA-VALLÉE

The 1st business and leisure destination in Europe.

W

ith over 40 million of visitors every year and more than 1,600 corporate events, Val d’Europe
became the first business and leisure destination of Europe. This area also represents the 2nd
hotel centre in the Ile-de-France region with more than 10,000 housing units.
International gate of the Greater Paris, Val d’Europe is the first high-speed train (TGV) hub in France.
46 daily connections allow reaching Paris-Charles-de-Gaulle airport in less than 10 minutes and central Paris in 30 minutes by suburban trains (RER). Val d’Europe therefore became in less than 15 years
a major employment centre in Paris region.
Resulting from a partnership between public and private stakeholders, Val d’Europe continues its development through the phase IV of its planning. It includes a 4,600 housing and residences program
as well as 625,000 km2 dedicated to economic, tertiary and touristic activities. The urban project
of Val d’Europe represents an investment worth over 2 billion of euros, the creation of 16,000 jobs
and the doubling of its population expected for 2030 which consequently represents tremendous
development opportunities for the city.
With its innovative and diversified program Val d’Europe stands as the driving force of the Greater
Paris. Major opportunities are opening up through the development of an unprecedented project in
Europe. This project provides for 260 hectares of ecotourism destinations with the “Paris Nature Villages”, the construction of more than 25,000 m2 of convention and exhibition centres’ equipment and
the structuring of an excellence-training centre. With all these projects, Val d’Europe is undertaking a
hosting culture transition towards an authentic hospitality culture illustrated especially by the expansion of an ecosystem dedicated to leisure and tourism. Val d’Europe therefor confirms its position as
1st European destination.
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« VAL D’EUROPE STANDS
AS THE DRIVING FORCE
		
OF THE GREATER PARIS.»

CONTACTS
• EPA FRANCE :
developpement@epa-marnelavallee.fr
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HIGH
TECHS
Paris-Saclay is one of the world’s 8 centres of innovation.

EIFFEL
CAMPUS

5 000 000m 2

of office and 450 000 m²
additional from 2020

100

YVETTE

L’IPHE

427 600

jobs

15 %

of French
R&D
(20% by 2020)
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65 000
students

23 %
foreign
students and
researchers

3
unniversities, 7
institutes of
research
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W

ith more than 2 million square meters programmed,
Paris-Saclay has substantial tertiary surfaces,
which are destined to grow, in which companies
find a solution adapted to their activity. From shared workspaces to state-of-the-art office surfaces, R&D centres in
industrial parks, Paris-Saclay offers a wide range of opportunities.
The great complementarity of the main business areas and

a demand-adjusted price range make it possible to host a
wide variety of activities. Mixed urban neighbourho ods are
mainly dedicated to headquarters and R&D activities.
The Urban Campus hosts R&D centres, corporate universities and start-ups. Modern and fully equipped business
parks are designed for industrial companies and service
providers.

URBAN CAMPUS
Located south of the Saclay Plateau, the Urban Campus is a focal point and a source of intellectual and technological creativity. This unique
development project in terms of program and dimension is the largest urban project in Europe under construction. By 2025, it will host more than
20,000 researchers and teachers, 30,000 students, 20,000 business employees and approximately 15,000 residents.
Research and higher education buildings are fully integrated into city neighbourhoods with housing, businesses, shops, services, restaurants, etc.
The Urban Campus has three zones of concerted development: the École Polytechnique district and the Moulon district which are in their
operational phase, with 222,195 m2 delivered, 287,000 + m2 under construction and 383,000 + m2 under consultation or study as well as
Corbeville under study.

SATORY, A NEW AREA OF VERSAILLES
The development of Satory Ouest, the 8th district of Versailles, is a project with an important economic and residential potential around a
scientific and industrial cluster dedicated to the mobility of the future with:
• Remarkable natural environment: the landscape forms the framework of a high-quality urban development, combining businesses, housing,
infrastructure and public services;
• Unprecedented opportunity to integrate, from the very beginning of the planning phase, innovations and services addressing every
aspect of the sustainable city, including water, energy, waste management, agriculture, biodiversity and mobility;
• Improved access: in the short term, access to the district will be facilitated by better connections with the Versailles-Chantiers station,
then, with the Satory station of line 18 of the Grand Paris metro.
The first opportunities will be open by 2019.
• 550,000 m², 60% of housing, shops, services and leisure, 40% of economic development.
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HIGH TECHS

Eiffel Campus
PARIS-SACLAY

With the Eiffel Campus, the “Société de
la Tour Eiffel” stands as the first private
investor of Paris-Saclay.

W

ith over 1 billion € of real estate assets, “the Société de la Tour Eiffel”
is a major tertiary stakeholder in France and the first private investor of
Paris-Saclay.
Present on the territory since 2017 with the Parc Campus Eiffel Orsay of 18,400m2
and 17 buildings, the company now launches the works for two other buildings:
13,500m2 of offices including a fitness centre and a company restaurant.
80% of its surface is already rent mostly by high-tech enterprises revealing the
attractiveness of the urban campus of Paris-Saclay for innovative companies.
The implementation of these companies allow them to benefit from the stimulating environment of the campus, the proximity with universities, the labs and major
research equipment as well as the urban quality of life close to preserved natural
areas. Employments, housings, restaurants or leisure contribute to the serendipity
vital to innovation.
More over, it requires flexible and reversible buildings capable of matching the
new ways of working as well as the highest standards in terms of sustainable
development.
Long-term investor, Société de la Tour Eiffel aims to develop its activity in ParisSaclay which gathers important features: dynamism of its economical activities,
accessibility facilitated by the Greater Paris metro line 18, housings and a planning
of quality giving prominence to the users’ needs. It could therefore extend its asset
of between 85,000m2 and 100,000m2.
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The two buildings of the Eiffel Tower Company will gather 13,500 m2 of offices including a fitness room and a company
restaurant.

« WITH OVER 1 BILLION € OF REAL ESTATE ASSETS,
“THE SOCIÉTÉ DE LA TOUR EIFFEL” IS A MAJOR
		
TERTIARY STAKEHOLDER IN FRANCE AND THE
			
FIRST PRIVATE INVESTOR OF PARIS-SACLAY. »

CONTACTS
EPA
contact@oin-paris-saclay.fr
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HIGH TECHS

L’IPHE (Business incubator)
PARIS-SACLAY

A key inovation center in Paris-Saclay.

I

f an important number of innovative projects emerge on the territory of Paris-Saclay, only a few
succeed in ensuring their long-run development and implementation in that area. As a result, the ParisSaclay EPA and its partners – the Île-de-France Regional Council, the Essonne County Council, the
Paris-Saclay agglomeration community and the University of Paris-Saclay – united to design a strategic
place at the service of innovation and growth of the cluster’s young enterprises.
This project, which mobilised all innovative places of Paris-Saclay and the existing incubators, takes
shape with the concession contracts made for its realisation and exploitation. Within this framework,
Creative Valley and Stop&Work operate as managers, the Caisse des dépôts and the Banque des
Territoires as long-run co-investors, Bouygues Bâtiments is in charge of the construction and Bouygues
Services and Energy of the maintenance. The formation of this group aims to ensure a design which is
consistent with the all the different events of a vibrant community of entrepreneurs and developers.
IPHE develop following 3 strategies:
- Activities for a various community composed of start-uppers and innovators to encourage creativity
and the emergence of new ideas through the contribution of diversified experiences and multidisciplinary contributors, especially around Deep Tech;
- Supply of a range of support services for project owners and entrepreneurs to help them grow and
innovate;
- An open architecture that favours exchanges in community areas, tools for creativity and reflexion as
well as demonstration sites.
Launched during 2019 in the Ecole Polytechnique area in Palaiseau, the 6-storey building will offer 4
types of spaces which will meet different needs: labs, connected zones as well as work and exchange
spaces.
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« THE BUILDING WILL OFFER 4 TYPES OF SPACES
WHICH WILL MEET DIFFERENT NEEDS: LABS, CONNECTED
		
ZONES AS WELL AS WORK AND EXCHANGE SPACES. »

CONTACTS
EPA
contact@oin-paris-saclay.fr
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HIGH TECHS

Yvette
PARIS-SACLAY

Trendy spaces dedicated to relaxation.

F

ood & Fun: it is the promise made by this new unmissable place of the urban Campus of ParisSaclay opened late 2018.
Lastly home to the training school of the National Police, this well-preserved building dating back
from the 70s and redeveloped by the Paris-Saclay EPA comes back to life on the rhythm of DJ sets.
Located in the heart of the Moulon district, it now welcomes an eclectic public – students, enterprises
and research centres employees, residents – on weekdays or during the weekend. Due to its ephemeral function, local population can enjoy the sharing, cultural and party places in a constant renewed
framework.
In fact, in 2015 the EPA put out a call for innovative projects to convert this building which, despite its
singular architecture, became out-dated. The challenge is now to offer a temporary occupation of two
years to rethink the site and consolidate its business model before more substantive work is undertaken.
The winners and now operators of the site - Linkcity along with Grand Réservoir and Lune Rousse - designed Yvette to embody, a friendly setting able to strengthen the ties between students, researchers,
economic actors and inhabitants of the plain. It provides an agora with a refreshment bar and a recreational area where everyone can come to eat, have a drink, dance or work. Two food trucks complete
this generous offer with some local and exotic flavours. Its 450 seats capacity amphitheatre welcomes
a diverse cultural program (concerts, live shows, conferences, screenings, debats…) and the grocery
features regional products via short circuits. The teams are already anticipating the development, in the
early 2021, of a collaborative cuisine, a sound and photo studio as well as an exchange platform for
intergenerational skills.
Yvette represents an innovative approach of the cluster regarding transitional urbanism. Other sites are
currently under study to welcome temporary developments and forerunners on the urban campus as
well as in the yvelinoises projects zones of Paris-Saclay.
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« YVETTE REPRESENTS AN
INNOVATIVE APPROACH OF THE
		
CLUSTER REGARDING TRANSITIONAL URBANISM. »

CONTACTS
EPA
contact@oin-paris-saclay.fr
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BIOTECHNOLOGIES
One ambition for this cluster of excellence: to become a territory of
international reputation in the field of Life and Health Sciences.

VITA VITAE
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VIE
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Cancer Centre in
Europe
(Cancer Campus)
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students
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VITRY
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T

he Health cluster in south Paris extends from Villejuif to Evry
and aims to establish itself as an international reference territory in the field of life sciences. This cluster of excellence
already concentrates 4 engineering schools, 17 CNRS research
laboratories and 4 hospitals, including the IGR Cancer Campus
and many companies in the sector with world leaders such as Sanofi. The territory is also the heart of the silver economy with actors
such as Charles Foix Hospital or Silver Innov in Ivry-sur-Seine.
Nearly 35,000 students and 8,500 researchers are already at-

tending these sites and the University Interdisciplinary School of
Health will soon strengthen the cluster in Villejuif.
R&D in health extends to Evry, with the “Genopole” bio-cluster,
entirely dedicated to biotherapies and genetic research. Occupying 110,000 m², it combines 17 public research laboratories, 87
biotechnology companies and 28 shared technology platforms.
The cluster will be served from 2024 by lines 14 and 15 of the
Grand Paris Express, a few minutes from the centre of Paris, to the
north, and Saclay, to the west.

THE AMBITION GENOPOLE 2025:
After 20 years of existence Genopole adopts a 2025 development strategy to:
1 / Be ranked in the top ten global bioclusters of high technology in life sciences.
2 / Carry a new medicine (genome biomedicine), personalized, regenerative in collaboration with the South Hospital Centre
3 / Promote the development of environmental, agronomic and industrial biotechnologies.
4 / Expand its business park by acquiring new land and strengthening its prospection, particularly internationally.
5 / Support the development of mature businesses.
6 / Galvanise the site life to improve the quality of working conditions within the biocluster.
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Vita Vitae
EVRY-GÉNOPOLE

A sustainable and reversible building.

THE OBJECTIVES OF THE PROJECT: the Grand Paris Sud agglomeration was selected as
part of the Call for Projects for the Greater Paris Metropolis in October 2016, in order to
allow the emergence of real estate projects for the genopolitan sector.
The project develops laboratories and offices for genopolitan companies. It is mainly a postincubator offer, the trays are divided up by floor between private areas (laboratories and
offices) and common services.
It relies on a concrete and wood construction process, a strong thermal regulation, a Sustainable Building label in Ile-de-France, providing for the reversibility of buildings.
Overall cost of the operation approx. € 31 million.
NC-100% private investment (except for the development of the Trinquet-Coquibus
crossroads and viabilisation of the site by Grand Paris Sud for an amount of approximately 330 K € excl.
• Project owner: CA GRAND PARIS SUD, City of Évry-Courcouronnes, Linkcity, GIP GENOPOLE (Inv.), SEM GENOPOLE (inv.), Caisse des dépôts & Consignations (inv.)
Project management: Coordinating architect: Chaix & Morel Architect: Bidard & Raissi
Landscaper and BET VRD: Base
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BIOTECH - VALLÉE SCIENTIFIQUE

The André Thoison site won the call for projects Inventons la Métropole du Grand Paris 1.

« THE PROJECT DEVELOPS
LABORATORIES AND OFFICES
		
FOR GENOPOLITAN COMPANIES. »

CONTACTS
BOISSEL Nicolas
Chef de Projets, Aménagement
Urbain & Économique, Communauté
d’Agglomération Grand Paris Sud
n.boissel@grandparissud.fr
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Pôle de Vie

ÉVRY-COURCOURONNES

A new health hub with innovative architecture.

Total cost of the Life Cluster: NC-Private investment 100%
THE OBJECTIVES OF THE OPERATION: Grand Paris Sud aims to create a complete health centre in the territory
of Évry-Corbeil. This centre includes the new hospital for the dispensing of care, Genopole for the research and
the reception of companies as well as the University and the Training Institute of the Hospital Centre of the South
of France for the training of the health professionals.
This project is accompanied by a private project “Pôle de Vie”, with an innovative architecture which aims to support the dynamics of this health sector, offering services (hotel, residences for staff, restaurants and restaurant inter
company, crèche, shops) and offers for professionals offices in the sector (GIP Genopole, SEM Genopole, medical
and paramedical professions...).
The developer, BIOBIZ, launched the phase 2 construction site for 4,066 m² including the offices of GIP
GENOPOLE and SEM GENOPOLE. Soon, the construction of the Health Tower should begin for 4,218 m2,
also be the design year for the hotel complex of 7,400 sqm and, in 2020 the design of two other office
towers (2,800 & 3,550 sqm).
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« THIS PROJECT [...] WITH AN INNOVATIVE
ARCHITECTURE AIMS TO SUPPORT THE
		
DYNAMICS OF THIS HEALTH SECTOR, OFFERING SERVICES... »

CONTACTS
Wissam Khalife,
Developer of the Pôle de vie project
for BIOBIZ
wkhalife@milqart.fr
• Project management: BIOBIZ Contractors:
Coordinating architects: Agence Daufresne & Le
Garrec
• Landscaper and BET VRD: Laurence Jouhaud
& Cotec Other Partners: SEM GENOPOLE & GIP
GENOPOLE
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Campus Grand Parc
VILLEJUIF | L’HAŸ-LES-ROSES

A Centre of Excellence Dedicated to Health.

A

t the heart of the Bièvre Scientific Valley, few minutes away from Paris and Orly, Campus
Grand Parc develops a research and innovation campus dedicated to oncology and health. It
revolves around the Gustave Roussy institute (an internationally reputed cancer centre) and the
future interconnection station of the Grand Paris Express between the lines 14 and 15.
This biocluster aims to gather treatment offers, public and private research, teaching, innovative enterprises…the incubator of Villejuif Bio Park being its foundation stone.
KEY OBJECTIVE
• To develop an urban campus with an international vocation, centred on research and innovation in
the fields of health and biotechnologies.
• To offer a living standard that meets the inhabitants and the site’s employees’ needs (housings, jobs,
transportations, quality of live, shops, services) and the site’s employees.
ACCESSIBILITY
• By road: direct access to the A6 highway
• By public transportation: nearly 10 bus lines connecting the site to Paris and the rest of the territory.
• To come: Forecasted for 2024, the southern line 14 of the Grand Paris Express, Villejuif Institut Gustave
Roussy sation, connecting Paris and Paris-Orly airport in few minutes.
Grand Paris Express metro southern line 15 in 2025
Let’s Design the Greater Paris Metropolis
The Horizon Campus project, led by Legendre Immobilier, won the call for project for the Redoute des
Hautes Bruyières part. In combination with the 15,000m2 already programed for the Health Interdisciplinary University Cluster (PUIS), the winning project provides for a mixed program of nearly 23,000 m2:
450 housing (especially for students), a hostel, premises for innovative enterprises, a conference centre,
services, shops and premises for casemates association.
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« CAMPUS GRAND PARC DEVELOPS A
RESEARCH AND INNOVATION CAMPUS
		
DEDICATED TO ONCOLOGY AND HEALTH. »

CONTACTS
Territorial development Grand-Orly
Seine Bièvre
Céline Docet, Head of mission
Economic planning
celine.docet@grandorlyseinebievre.fr
06.73.28.90.51 | grandorlyseinebievre.fr
Urban Planning & Mobility
Emmanuel Jacquot, Director
emmanuel.jacquot@grandorlyseinebievre.fr
01.55.01.04.28
DEVELOPER
Sadev 94
Cécile Morisson, Chief Operating Officer
morisson@sadev94.fr | 01.43.98.87.46
sadev94.fr
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Seine Gare Vitry
ZAC SEINE GARE-VITRY

A vibrant district in the heart of a
large-scale project.

L

ocated in Vitry-sur-Seine, between the RER C station and the banks of the Seine, the Zac Seine Gare Vitry is part
of the huge planning operation of the Ardoines site.
This zone aims to engage into the progressive transformation of the territory while respecting the productive identity
of the Ardoines.
The project provides for the implementation of 4,000 housings among which 1,500 during the first phase. Properties
dedicated to business activities (9,000 m2) and to services (5,000m2) are also planned for the first phase. Entertainment,
businesses and services programs shall be integrated at the ground floors of the housing buildings.
KEY OBJECTIVE
To create a mixed district connected to the other part of the city and opened above the Seine.
ACCESSIBILITY
• By road: close to the inner ring road (boulevard périphérique) and the highway A86
• By public transportation: at the bottom of RER C, Vitry-sur-Seine station.
• To come: • TZen 5 – Vallée de la Seine, dedicated bus line for 2022. | • Grand Paris Express metro southern line 15,
Les Ardoines station, for 2025
A PROJECT IN ITS OPERATIONAL PHASE
The Agreement of National Interest signed in March 2017 records the operational undertaking of the Zac, with the
implementation of a first operational phase between 2017 and 2025, corresponding to approximately 136,000m2 new
programs. This first phase involves: The Cavell zone around the TZen5 outline and on the banks of Seine, including a secondary school, two gymnasiums, a school group, one departmental nursery, housing buildings with vibrant ground floors
and activity programs. | The station surroundings, reorganized to receive housings accommodations (approximately 150), a
services building of 5,000 m2, an autonomy residence and new public spaces improving the accessibility of the station.
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« THIS ZONE AIMS TO ENGAGE INTO THE PROGRESSIVE
TRANSFORMATION OF THE TERRITORY WHILE RESPECTING 		
		
THE PRODUCTIVE IDENTITY OF THE ARDOINES. »

CONTACTS
Territorial development Grand-Orly Seine Bièvre
Céline Docet, Head of mission
Economic planning
c e l i n e. d o c e t @ g r a n d o r l y s e i n e b i e v r e. f r
06.73.28.90.51 | grandorlyseinebievre.fr
DEVELOPER
EPA ORSA / Grand Paris Aménagement
Anne Maikovsky, Territorial Director
anne.maikovsky@grandparisamenagement.fr
01.48.53.73.70 | epa-orsa.fr
Vincent Héritier
Chef de projet chez Grand Paris Aménagement
vincent.heritier@grandparisamenagement.fr

MUNICIPALITY - Vitry-sur-Seine
Pascale Dauphin, Operational Urban
Planning Director
pascale.dauphin@mairie-vitr y94.fr
01.46.82.83.32 | vitr y94.fr
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Gare des Ardoines
VITRY-SUR-SEINE

A new major urban centrality.

L

ocated in the city of Vitry-sur-Seine, the Ardoines Zac Station belongs to one of the major planning operations of
the metropolis: the Ardoines. This sector aims to engage into the progressive transformation of the territory, while
respecting its identity, to build a productive and mixed city as well as a new metropolis centrality.
The productive and rehabilitated activities harmoniously blend in the city centre. A particular work is undertaken to
redesign the enterprises buildings into more compact shapes.
This operation is one of the most important of the Metropolis with a mixed and ambitious program with a dominant
economical feature organised around a multimodal metropolitan transportation hub (RER C, Southern Line 15, Tzen5,
bus). The arrival of the Infrastructures Maintenance Site (SMI) of the Grand Paris Express is a great indication of the
will to maintain a productive activity at the heart of the Ardoines.
KEY OBJECTIVE
To create a metropolitan tertiary district supporting the future multimodal hub of the Ardoines and the arrival of the
Southern Line 15 of the Grand Paris Express.
ACCESSIBILITY
• By road: along the highway A86.
• By public transportation: at the bottom of RER C, Vitry-sur-Seine station.
• To come: • Tramway line 9 in 2020 | TZen 5 – Vallée de la Seine, dedicated bus line for 2022. | • Grand Paris
Express metro southern line 15, Les Ardoines station, for 2025
LET’S DESIGN THE GREATER PARIS METROPOLIS
Linkcity Île-de-France won the call for project Let’s Design the Greater Paris Metropolis (Inventons la Métropole du
Grand Paris). The project includes a mixed program of almost 140,000 m2 divided in offices, activities, shops and
specific residential. A digital metropolitan demonstrator combining events, leisure, training, research, prototyping,
commerce and catering shall also be developed.
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« GARE DES ARDOINES BELONGS
TO ONE OF THE MAJOR PLANNING
		
OPERATIONS OF THE METROPOLIS. »

CONTACTS
Territorial development Grand-Orly Seine
Bièvre
Céline Docet, Head of mission
Economic planning
c e l i n e. d o c e t @ g r a n d o r l y s e i n e b i e v r e. f r
06.73.28.90.51 | grandorlyseinebievre.fr
DEVELOPER
EPA ORSA / Grand Paris Aménagement
Anne Maikovsky, Territorial Director
anne.maikovsky@grandparisamenagement.fr
01.48.53.73.70 | epa-orsa.fr
MUNICIPALITY - Vitry-sur-Seine
Pascale Dauphin, Operational Urban Planning Director
pascale.dauphin@mairie-vitr y94.fr
01.46.82.83.32 | vitr y94.fr
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LOGISTICS
& INDUSTRY

PARC DU
LEVANT

THE SÉNART
ÉCOPÔLE

LE CARRÉ
SENART

QUAI
BERCY

CHARENTONBERCY
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285 000

7

million m² economic activities

49
planning
operations
inhabitants
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jobs

urban ports
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T

his hub is one of the first logistics areas in France, including Paris Orly airport exchange platforms, Rungis national
wholesale market, the largest fresh produce
Market in the world and many industrial and
tertiary activities
Thanks to its location at the Southern border, on metro lines 14, 15 and 18 of Grand

Paris Express, attractive real estate costs and
great road connections, this territory represents a hub for innovation in logistics and the
development of leading logistic real estate.
To address emerging needs related to the tremendous growth in e-commerce, recent development plans include requirements for innovative logistics and sustainable development.

Through the Manifesto for an “industrial and productive territor y ” released on
July 3, 2018, over 40 decision-makers (local officials and business leaders)
commit to develop industries in the area.
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Parc du levant
LIEUSAINT

Sénart welcomes world leading
industries in the Levant business park.

L

ocated in the town of Lieusaint, at the crossroads of two major motorway axes: the A5a and the
Francilienne, near the T Zen station and the RER D, the Levant Park is dedicated to technological, tertiary and industrial activities. Its access and wide facade along the A5 motorway have
attracted large international groups.
The company Assa Abloy chose the park to install its head office. World’s leading manufacturer and
supplier of door opener solutions, the group’s growth in France is based on brands with a very
strong reputation. Its new headquarters of 4,500 m² including 2,500 m² of offices, gathers more
than one hundred employees.
Iris Ohyama, world leader in the manufacture of plastic products for consumers, has chosen to set
up its production and distribution hub for France on 12 hectares, south of the Levant Park. The group
chose the site for its geographical location and especially because of the dynamism of Sénart’s
economic fabric. Its main retail customers such as Carrefour, Intermarché, Monoprix, Leclerc, Action
and Leroy Merlin are present. But also providers to route their raw materials and ship their finished
products (Coliposte, Schenker Jewel,...).
The Israeli group Plasson, the European leader in pipe connection systems, has also just set up
in the park.
These three major international companies belong to a new generation of users interested in Sénart:
manufacturers who respond to the “just in time” logic and produce just in time B to C objects for
which proximity to distributors is crucial.
Other important assets, the environmental quality and the high levels of services nearby, with, in particular, the immediate proximity of Carré Sénart, constitute an excellent living and working environment for employees and their families: leisure, shopping, restaurants and health.
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The new headquarters of Assa Abloy company of 4,500 m2, including 2,500 m2 of offices, welcomes more than a hundred
employees.

« THE ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
PROVIDES WITH EXCELLENT LIVING
		
AND WORKING ENVIRONMENT... »

CONTACTS
Agnès Ramillon,
Deputy managing director of
development
Tél. : 01 64 10 15 58
Port. : 06 85 74 86 02
Jérôme Forneris,
Economic developement director
Tél. : 01 64 10 15 02
Port. : 06 98 90 72 56
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The Sénart Ecopôle

COMBS-LA-VILLE | LIEUSAINT | MOISSY-CRAMAYEL

A naturally different park.

W

ith 186 hectares of eco-landscaped gardens, an eco-nursery and collaborative
spaces around a nature reserve, the first Ecopôle in Île-de-France aims to welcome
companies involved in environmental transition. Located in 3 towns, Combs-la-Ville,
Lieusaint and Moissy-Cramayel, this pilot site, part of the eco-region policy, illustrates the EPA
Sénart’s development approach based on high environmental quality.
The Ecopole hosts an eco-incubator - a business hotel dedicated to young designers. With
40 offices, workshops, shared services and co-working spaces also open to park companies.
Soon, a new business park of 15,000 m² of space for SMEs, created by Spirit Entreprises, will
complete the offer.
North of the site, on a 10,000 m² plot, the Coopérative Bio d’Île-de-France is building an industrial vegetable processing unit. Thanks to Sénart’s motorway infrastructure, the Ecopôle’s food
processing unit will supply Île-de-France region.
South of the Ecopole, extends a natural area of 34 hectares, the natural area of La Motte, winner of the Grand Prix Wetlands and Urbanism. The site is remarkable for its biodiversity, and its
facilities open to everyone (basins, educational circuits, observatories, pontoons).
Thanks to its quality and accessibility, the Sénart Ecopole attracts pioneers in the ecological and
energy transition as well as those involved in an eco-friendly approach: environmentally-friendly
manufacturing, the use of natural materials, and corporate social responsibility initiatives. (CSR), ...
These new users are attracted by the economic environment, associated with a residential, commercial and varied leisure offer, in a framework that allocates a generous share to nature.
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« ECOPÔLE IN ÎLE-DE-FRANCE
AIMS TO WELCOME COMPANIES
		
INVOLVED IN ENVIRONMENTAL TRANSITION. »

CONTACTS
Agnès Ramillon,
Deputy managing director of
development
Tél. : 01 64 10 15 58
Port. : 06 85 74 86 02
Jérôme Forneris,
Economic developement director
Tél. : 01 64 10 15 02
Port. : 06 98 90 72 56
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Le Carré Sénart
SÉNART

Driving Sénart’s attractiveness.

A

t the heart of Sénart, in an exceptional landscape setting, the Carré Sénart, a mixed
and lively urban centre, unifying 10 municipalities, contributes to the dynamics and attractiveness of southern territories Greater Paris.
This 200-hectare landscaped, wooded, canal-lined spaced, hosts one of the flagships of Unibail
RW, the Carré Sénart regional shopping centre and its 116,000 m² of shops, a leisure facilities
cluster with a Pathé multiplex, a theatre, National Scene, as well as a secondary school and
engineering school, a health centre, and 50,000 m² of offices.
The Carré hosts several public services, as well as companies of all sizes and today employs
more than 4,000 people.
It ultimately represents a potential of 10,000 jobs with 150,000 m² of office space. Its development is based on innovative projects, such as the “Racines Carré” project, winner of the
“Inventons la Métropole” call for projects.
Led by SOPIC-Paris, this program of 13,000 m² of convertible and eco-responsible offices,
demonstrators of sustainable development in Sénart, is associated with spaces for commercial
use and a “virtual Living Lab”, place of experimentation intended for an amateur public, student
or professional specializing in digital innovation.
The set of 3 hybrid and innovative buildings, designed by Jean-Paul Viguier, prefigures a new
urbanity by a new construction mode that preserves the quality of the environment and the
well-being of occupants: a structure and facades in wood, modular and reversible spaces,
natural ventilation, feeding green spaces. The project includes innovations in the development of
connected light (LiFi).
The ensemble affirms the innovative dimension of Carré Sénart and the will to build a different
city, conceived as an ecosystem where buildings and nature come into symbiosis.
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« THE CARRÉ SÉNART, A MIXED AND LIVELY URBAN
CENTRE, [...] CONTRIBUTES TO THE DYNAMICS AND
		
ATTRACTIVENESS OF THE SOUTHERN GATES OF GREATER PARIS. »

CONTACTS
Agnès Ramillon,
Deputy managing director of
development
Tél. : 01 64 10 15 58
Port. : 06 85 74 86 02
Jérôme Forneris,
Economic developement director
Tél. : 01 64 10 15 02
Port. : 06 98 90 72 56
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Quai Bercy
BERCY

Logistics are back in town.

W

ith the Quai Bercy project, urban logistics will make a new home in the heart of the
city, in one of Greather Paris’ most emblematic joint development areas. More than a
mere industrial facility, Quai Bercy is an entirely new, innovative, user-friendly urban
concept that should be up and running in 2024…just in time for the Olympic Games.
The Bercy-Charenton Logistics Hotel in Paris’ 12th arrondissement was one of the Inventons la
métropole du Grand Paris most anticipated tender bid projects. In April 2018, Quai Bercy was
awarded the bid. The logistics hotel and the light industries jointly supported by Sogaris and
Poste Immo are in keeping with Chapelle International, winner of the MIPIM Award for Best
industrial and logistic development in 2018, but with brand new innovative possibilities. A mixeduse space with offices, hotels and co-living, shops, sports utilities and 5,000 sq. meters of green
space will also be developed by their partner, Icade.
MAKING E-COMMERCE, PRODUCTIVITY AND ENVIRONMENT WORK TOGETHER
Quai Bercy is a logistics hub dedicated to last mile delivery in the city based on a three-level
multimodal design using trucks, rail and tramways. In addition to the 17,000 sq. meters of logistics
spaces, 5,000 sq. meters will serve as a light industries park to meet the needs of small and medium-sized businesses (e.g. shared logistics and services). Handling 25,000 packages a day, truck
traffic will be reduced by 2 million kilometres each year thanks to a brand new, 100% clean vehicle
service designed by XYT (Sogaris’ partner for smart mobility innovation), Quai Bercy is a concrete
solution to reconciling e-commerce delivery, urban productivity and environmental requirements.
Designed by Marc Mimram agency, Enia Architects and COLOCO, Quai Bercy offers a new
variation on the logistics hotel by creating a unique, 50,000 sq. meter urban block that will give
to birth to a diverse, vibrant neighbourhood in the years to come.
Scheduled for 2024, Quai Bercy will be ready just in time for the Olympic Games.
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« MORE THAN A MERE INDUSTRIAL FACILITY, QUAI BERCY
IS AN ENTIRELY NEW, INNOVATIVE, USER-FRIENDLY URBAN
		
CONCEPT THAT SHOULD BE UP AND RUNNING IN 2024... »

CONTACTS
Jonathan Sebbane, CEO Sogaris
Marie Le Vern, director of public affairs
(Sogaris)
Romain Loisy, director of asset
management (Sogaris)
Sonia Samadi, director of development
(Sogaris)
communication@sogaris.fr
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LOGISTICS & INDUSTRY

Charenton-Bercy
CHARENTON

A new metropolitan district.

Aerial perspective - © Bouygues Immobilier-UrbanEra/ Atelier 234

L

ocated at the gates of Paris, Charenton-Bercy district will benefit from a large scale urban renewal scheme, covering 10% of
Charenton-le-Pont’s territory, in parallel with the urban mutation of Eastern Paris. Through this operation, Charenton will be a part
of the development of innovative, sustainable districts at metropolitan scale.

This project will allow the city of Charenton to develop its economical, residential, urban and cultural activities over 360,000m2 at
the metropolis scale. It aims to:
• Open up a major Metropolis site at the gates of Paris with the development of new structuring infrastructures and efficient public
transportation.
• Develop a diverse district to ensure the influence and attractiveness of Charenton-le-Pont inside its territory and within the Metropolis, integrating the site to the call for project “Inventing the Greater Paris Metropolis” (Inventons la Métropole du Grand Paris);
• Ensure the urban continuity with the ZAC Bercy-Charenton project by extending the Baron Leroy Street on Charenton’s side. It will
become a structuring axis between the two cities and will support public equipment that are essential for the neighbourhood life;
• Promote the creation of an exemplary district in terms of innovation and environment.
STAKEHOLDERS OF THE PROJECT
- Public Stakeholders: The City of Charenton, the public territorial authority Paris-Est-Marne-et-Bois, the French Government and
Grand Paris Aménagement signed a National Interest Agreement on November 2016. This agreement brings together all stakeholders, including, for the transformation of the site.
- Planner: Grand Paris Aménagement, a public planning establishment, leads major operations throughout the Paris region in real
estate, housing and urban planning. Its participation during all the process aims to ensure that the project is realised in good conditions. Grand Paris Aménagement is the project manager of the planning operation and leads the preliminary consultation of the
ZAC creation
- Urban Operator: UrbanEra, known for its eco-districts, won the Call for Project “Inventing the Greater Paris Metropolis” with a
group of partners. They are in charge of the project’s realisation together with planners. UrbanEra relies on multidisciplinary teams,
especially the architecture agency SOM, Le Grand Réservoir (leader in the innovation for the use of commercial real estate who
initiated the Virtual Worlds cluster of Charenton-Bercy) and the Valophis Group (Expansiel Promotion and Valophis Habitat, social
landlord).
- Urban Operator: Grand Paris Aménagement selected an urban design team in September 2018 composed of Ateliers 2/3/4
(urban, landscape and architecture agency), AREP, ARCADIS and Urban Water.
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Rooftop Tour Paris view

« THIS PROJECT WILL ALLOW THE CITY OF CHARENTON
TO DEVELOP ITS ECONOMICAL, RESIDENTIAL, URBAN AND
		
CULTURAL ACTIVITIES OVER 360,000M2 AT THE METROPOLIS SCALE. »

CONTACTS
Aline Creignou,
Projects’ Director
Aline.creignou@grandparisamenagement.fr
01 40 04 65 73
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SEINE
GATEWAY
Economic project of strategic importance, Seine Gateway corresponds to the
development of harbours, industrial and logistics capabilities along the River
Seine Valley.

ZAC MANTES
UNIVERSITY

ÉCOPÔLE
SEINE AVAL

KEY FIGURES
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850,000 m 2

ZAC (urban development
zone) underway and 2
operations under review

activities area
to develop

380 M €

total
assets
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13 ,000
housings with
23% already
delivered

180,000 m²
of public and
tertiary
equipment as
well as shops.
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EPAMSA IN A NUTSHELL

MESSAGE FROM THE DIRECTOR

With its technical expertise and innovative spirit, EPAMSA is a key territorial
development partner on both design level and implementation of planning operations.
Its main objective is to participate to the balanced development of the Grand
Paris Seine & Oise (GPS&O) territory and the Community of Communes Les
portes de l’île-de-France, to its inhabitants and enterprises’ advantage.
To successfully carry out its task, EPAMSA implements its diverse know-how:

SUSTAINABLE URBAN PLANNING:
Undertaking operations that follow the principle of sustainable planning is a key
component of our group strategy in favour of a balanced development of the
territory.
1. Eco-neighbourhood: Val Fourré in Mantes-la-jolie | 2. On-going Eco-neighbourhood labelling for the operations in Carrières Centralité and Bonnièressur-Seine.
WORKING IN PARTNERSHIP:
Planning operations necessarily imply to develop, a capacity to gather all partners (financiers, backers, investors) of the project over a common and shared
direction.
COMPLEX PROJECTS DESIGN:
EPMSA carries out ambitious and strategic projects for the territory. It derives
its distinctiveness from its capacity to handle complex projects, comprehend its
various aspects and to provide programs designed to meet the encountered
issues.
EXPERIMENT AND INNOVATE:
EPMSA along with the local authorities, initiates and supports innovative projects: electric mobility with the EléctriCité Seine Aval network, the Performance
PME Seine Aval sysem, Fabrique 21 dedicated to eco-construction, etc.

L

ocated west of the Greater Paris metropolis, on the Seine/
Paris-Normandie axis, the Urban Community of Grand Paris
Seine & Oise (GPS&O) represents a key territory of the Îlede-France region thanks to its strategic location on the ParisRouen-Le Havre axis. Due to its multimodal transportation network, GPS&O is well connected to the capital city. Paris is only
35 min away and the business district of La Défense is 25min
away via the highway A14. Railway infrastructures also allow the
connection of the territory extended with clusters of the region.
RER Eole in 2024 will create a direct connection with the district
of La Défense and Paris and increases its territory potential. Taking advantage from the 55km of the Seine River, fluvial transportation also plays an important role in its location.
Thanks to the establishment of major industrial companies of national and international prestige, GPS&O represents the first
industrial employment area of the Île-de-France region. These
enterprises operate in diverse sectors: Mechanics/Mechatronics
(automobile, aeronautics, aerospace, sustainable mobility…), Ecoconstruction (new construction principles, new materials, energy
performance…), Eco-industries (water treatment, treatment and
collection of waste…).
Every planning operation led by EPAMSA revolves around economical development and environment protection. The creation of
new activity sectors like Mantes Innovaparc or Ecopole allows the
territory’s enterprises to benefit from a setting which meets tomorrow’s requirements in favour of their growth: a planning which is
wise, esthetical, sustainable and integrated to the city with shared
services. The availability of small premises, enterprises hotels as
well as several hectares allows companies from all types and sizes
to find a space suitable for their development.
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SEINE GATEWAY

ZAC Mantes Université
MANTES-LA-JOLIE

A Renewed vitality thanks to EOLE RER line extended.

Z

AC Mantes Université was created in 2006. This project aims to recapture the industrial and railway wasteland
located in the centre of the City. Its distinctive feature is to straddle three different towns.
This urban conglomeration is in immediate proximity of the city centres of Mantes la Jolie and Mantes city. The
main train station of the Mantois region situated in the operation perimeter strengthens this excellent location.
The goal for ZAC Mantes Université – associated to ZAC Mantes Innovaparc firstly devoted to business is to become
the cornerstone of the urban and economical development of the Mantois region.
Thanks to its unique positioning, the future Mantes Université district represents an exclusive opportunity for development. The recapture of its city centre wilderness, served by the future EOLE line by 2024, allows considering the planning of a new, urban, balanced, vibrant, diverse and ambitious district.
Following the consulting of the ZAC urban planners, Nicolas Michelin & Associés agency (ANMA) was appointed to
contribute to this district metamorphosis.
In fact, the confirmation of the new EOLE line created the opportunity to redesign the northern part of the project, in
partnership with SNCF and CU GPS&O, in order to create a multimodal cluster of exchange, ambitious and functional;
These new directions include, among others:
In-depth transformation of the station to prepare the arrival of the new EOLE RER; New access to the quays to improve
traffic flows; Creation of a new footbridge to strengthen the urban connections between the northern and southern
sectors of the station; Creation of a new railway station meeting the need for multi-modality; Demolition of the existing
parking silo to make way for the new major axis of the neighbourhood; Construction of a new and expended parking
with 950 parking spaces; Realisation of a greenway above the new parking allowing the access to and the development of the large Sulzer hall located further south; Adjustment of the operation’s program to host more tertiary activities generated by the arrival of the EOLE line. The business district of la Défense will be at less than 35 minutes away.
One of the strength of this redesigned urban project is the development of the large Sulzer hall.
This architectural ensemble, industrial memory of the Seine Valley, is now designed as a covered public area, open
on its sides, offering a green promenade alley similar to winter gardens. All along this new public space, different university, commercials and others type of program will “tie up”. These buildings will enliven this new style alley with their
vibrant ground floors.
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« THIS PROJECT AIMS TO RECAPTURE
THE INDUSTRIAL AND RAILWAY WASTELAND
		
LOCATED IN THE CENTRE OF THE CITY. »

CONTACTS
EPAMSA
Laurette Marie
l.marie@epamsa.fr
01 39 29 21 59
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SEINE GATEWAY

Ecopôle Seine Aval

CARRIÈRES-SOUS-POISSY | TRIEL-SUR-SEINE

Securing industries for the future.

E

copôle Seine Aval is a 90 ha new type of business district located in the heart of
the Seine Oise Confluence, one of the 9 strategic clusters of the Greater Paris. It
aims to become a cluster for enterprises, especially eco-industry enterprises seeking for a strategic location west of Paris, at the heart of the Seine waterway axis.
Fabrique 21, a real estate program of more than 5,000m2, was consequently undertaken in 2012 to host eco-friendly contractors and provide them with a wide range of
services an exhibition hall with products promotion, a trading and eco-materials sale
place, a training centre for eco-construction jobs, a consulting place for professionals…
From an urban planning perspective, this project was designed as a “sustainable” business district with an evolving and adaptable nature, which will neither be monofunctional nor isolated; a business and living space where various audiences meet depending on the days and hours of the week. For this purpose, this new business district is
organised towards two large wooded alleys connected to the RD 190, offering major
perspectives over the Seine hillsides leading to the port. Real ecological corridors and
promenade area, these alleys structure the area. An urban sector including housing and
equipment located south of the district (around the Parc and Vanderbilt Castle) blends
with the northern sector (next to the SIAAP) dedicated to small enterprises and large
buildings for heavier industries.
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« IT AIMS TO BECOME A CLUSTER
FOR ECO-INDUSTRY ENTERPRISES...»

CONTACTS
DEVELOPERS:
EPAMSA
CREATORS:
QUINTET Agency (architect-urban planer),
la Compagnie du Paysage (landscaper),
Urban-Eco (ecological engineering),
8’18’’ (lighting designer)
Laurette Marie
l.marie@epamsa.fr |01 39 29 21 59
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